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" sOME ']PLANNING PRoBLliMs .
IN'.EAST B'ENGAL

, B;y.
·1 : • ., . J ,

NAFIS AH;M~D, M.A., HEAD OF THE DEPTT. OF GEOGRAPHY
. ) . UNIVERSITY OF DACCA.

'.J j" i " '

PHYSIOGRAPHIC and hydrographic con d itionsi-in
.East Bengal are most peculiar. The nature and work

. of the deltaic atrearns, dozens of rivers, their distri-
.butories and redistributories, needs careful study. These
rivers, with the exception of few, ha ve a south-easterly

.course, A series of factors furnish part ly complete and
partly incomplete explanation. But the shifting of the rivers
is a. cornrnon feature of East Bengal's deltaic areas, The
heavy silt load .icarried during the monsoon months gets
deposited as bar. plains vand the rivers, pass by them
creating the appearance r6fbraided channels. Water
does Hot. flow uniforrnly .through these channels, which
attain importance' one after another, the main river is
also found fa shift. Thus throughout the history of East
Bengal rivers have greatly affected settlements. The

.most recent example is the fast disappearance of large
parts of Noakhli district headquarters by the waters of
the-Meghna,

..
The hydrographic conditions in East Bengal will also

continue to play a most vital role in the development of
transport and communications. The direction, reliability,

.and unnavigability of rivers constitute a decisive factor
in both. road and rail development. All building
programmes of these land arteries would depend on
comprehensive- surveys of river facilities. Not only that,
but, industrial development, commercial routes and much
of the town -pla nning will have close dependence on the
possibilities of rivers in East Beng al.

, '

Demographic Aspects in Planning.
;"The study and' knowledge of population IS among

the foremcistproblems of survey and planning in· an area
like EastBenga l. No area of similar' size in the world

-has' eithsr as many people or as high a density of popula-
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tion per square mile of some of the thickly populated coun-
tries in the wo rld are as follows :-:- Java and Madura (818),
BelgiulJ1.(712), ,Rolland (687), 'Britai~i. (545), \japan(50l),
Germany (414) Italy (359) •. China (324), Switzerland (262),
J ndo- Pakistan (214), France {197) ... Yangtse delta, the
most-densely populated part. of China has a density of
1350 in inner areas. By' contrast the U.S.A. has, for

'exaluple, '111:> area=wher e density e'xceeds" 1350 except within
the urban areas of..Iargest .cities. In China there are four
cities with a population of over a million. In East Bengal
'within' -a n area ,'of 54;100 sq. rrnites :are squeezed in no
less than roughly 42 million people with an approximate
density of 77B"per' square mile.. Moreover densities of
over'l,OOO a rev found .in such districts as Myrnensingh,
'Dacca, Faridpur, Barisa l.: N oa khli, Tippera and China-
gbHg.' Densities ~of over 1,500 are a common fe.•rure of
srna llen areas within these districts: and the, staggering
figure of nearly3,228'to the square 'mile' is reached inthe
Lohaganj thana of, Dacca district;' . All this rernarkable
concentration and' crowding of human beings bccur, in
an : area which grows a single food-gra in, s.e., rice as the
sustain.j't;g crop. According. to .1931 census figures the
rern arka bly high' density" of population - in some typical
thanas of thickly populated .districts.is shown, below;,

1

Dacca (Kera niganj) 1974',- Dohar ,2049, Narayanganj
3010, Munshiganj 2329,_ Srinagar 1895,' Ta ngibari 3044,
Lohaganj 322S), Babrganj (Bonaripara 169S):;, Tippera
(l:3anch<Hampur 1622), Noakhli (Rarnganj 1606), Faridpur
(Palong'1640).' ., . ,

, Various explanations of this, .imrnensity of numbers
rna y-be offered, most of which are of a economic-character,
bea ring upon river economy. For f example, population
increases, WIt!1' prevalence or Aman vrice . and that crop

-itself 'increases .iin areas where inundation' comes early
.and is widespread. Further 'Amari' is found more inthe
tracts of, ":new," alluvium, a nd : population' registers an
increase with more jute lands and awice cropped 'areas,
It is also found that orchards of coconut and betelnut "
garden also contribute to, high density, as in 'Noakhli and
Bakarganj. distr icts.. J ndeed, such interesting yet.complex
problems.vwould vrequire detailed local surveys to. venture
more .exact conclusion.', There, is" further" an immense
rural popula tion.rthere being only a single city. (according

•• • I.• ~'
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td;1941 censuslnarnely Dacca; with over' 300,OCO people:
There :are no ,:moret',than 4 towns with 'a populat ion' of
50,OOO'souls. " Tjhel alterations in these figrires 'since 'the
pa rtiticn vhave perhaps, been; noteworthy in certain' eases',
,inAati'ng the vpopulat'ion 'of, these towns; but that too
does not mater ia lly change the over-all demographic
picture. Population is constantly on the increase, it is
unevenly distributed in certain respects, food, resources
do 'not seem to keep pace !with thisgrowth of 'r1umbe,r and
the/scope of .emigraticn does not exist and inter-district
redistribution; apart from being limited is conditioned by
a host of physical and eccndrriic-causes .. .v' ", !',

- '"i( ~.~'.. :~ j~~"

" Therefore,' ,it needs 'to' be ernphasised , t ha t,ip 'any
,develbpment scheme; howsoever' giga'ntic,- the derriographic
considerationswlll be of vit al ,significan'ce: "Theregional
survey will 'not only be concerned, with the popula t iori' from
the ethnographic, historical,' social, econornicjor+pol it'ica l
point of view but also 'more' specifically' with' the "spacial
or distributional aspects' as expressed in terms of several
closely rela ted features, ' such: as numbers,' density,', dis-
tribution patterns and movements, Frorn vthese facts
arise problems 'ofv'ital social',' econom icYand" p'Olitidl
consequences.' Further, itvmust be emphasised that The
concept of numbers of people is an im port ant " one
geographically, as there' invariably exists a close relation-
ship between 'a country or region's population arrdkind
and ' intensity 'of land; use prevailing there. For, if is
obvious that: facts' of land utiliza tion.varid the stage of
agricultural-andeconomic development 'a,fe 'closclyrela ted
to vpopulation. The trend of populatlonis also important
i,e. whether there i-s g:rowth, 'stagnation or' declirre. In
fact any -treatrnent of population "oeecfs 'td be dynamic
rather than :static,)fo'r'therate' of 'growth great ly affectsits
wants, institutionsand culturaladvance. , , " :)\

;. ':. 1, '.; _:.,.

The CIimaticFactor.<"1 <','L,

From the climatic point of view, too, a .seriesof fa'Cts
wil] haveto .be subjected to asurveyvin the course, of an
'over-all development :o( East: Bengal. , For exarnplevthe
southern ..'deltaic' 'districts i.e., 13"a:fisal, N oakhli.,; Khulna,
'Farid,put,.'Iip'peia, Ch)ttagong:and; Dacca,exP.t1.rience
cx~lone's' of varying i'hten~ity and apart from the..annual
incidence 'therehave been'occasions when these storms, of
tefrific~destrtictive 'power have brought much destru~tion
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.ot)JJe, and property i;n; ,th~ir _wak~. "rhe storyi cf .the
famous 179S" 1872,,1876,1897: and 19J:L, cyclones.jsthere.
.Collection, .classification, ,int~rpr,etqti9n > and illustration
of such data. ;Will be oJ vital; significance in architectura.l
'town. ,,~nd factory 'glagnir;ag and .transrnission insta.lla tion
schemes. , t, " ! q,} •

I '.'

IndustrfalDevelopmerrt." " ,', , ',-
:Fi,nal!y,. arI)o,ng 'a Q~;~t o( planning problems which

should beb~seq on, careful r~giQnal s;u,rYeYS, are those
related to industrial; 4~ve19P~ttnt.. .In Ea~J Bengal it is
not a task . involving reconstruction but 'pra,cticajly, qf
beginning from the very beginning. There are many an
imporrautjproblem which .deserves ,serio.~s,. consideration.
East B~11gal's .developed power resourcesvare next tcnrl.
.Lit rle oil has been struck andonly a Iit.t le coal is expected
to .be found.. Therefore, her future .lies with the, develop-
:meJl'~'of hydeJ ,Pow,e~~.: It is in this connection that the
:groposed Karnafuli power" prpject,)qoms large on the
~40riz9n. 'bfcourse, apart from . thee$sentia.l engineering
'p~i,rit'ptv~ew, ,~the fut}lfeof" this jscherne wil! have a' close
relationship :with East Bengal's .industria l development
-and its pattern. ,QlJfqrt,unately the: source 'of power,
'thesuplqng or the .Barkalvrapids "on ,the, Karnafuli a re
located in a remote corner of the province ninetyfive miles
:homCpittag'pog"a~out250 miles '.fr om . N,ara;yanganj: and
Dacca a nd r.a re ~50' miles. .f ro m Mymensingh. Then
powerja lon e .does ' not deterrni ne tl)~ .Iocation; ,and more
59:' tile' benefits occurring from. industrialisa tion. ,Trans,-
mission of power ,over short or lpng .distances, availability
and, trans<l:ctrcriations' of raw "materials, labour, and
consuming areas and many other fqqtoq; ceop up. Inter-
p'nki'1g of g1i4;;;, by placing a chain of thermal. stations
and ~~her al,tef,n,~,tive. sources of power, in, ..other areas,
would determirie the desirable iwide-spread: and regional
development of industry in East Bengal. A thorough and
many-sided survey is essential. ,,, '!

The p:-J'oblem ,Q£ Jute. : :: ;
-Laetly, no mention of East Bengal's problems in thfs

context will be .complete without referring' to jute or the
-popularly called e : 'golden 'fibre',', True, East Bengal
produces 6 to 7 million bales. annually 'i.e.,. ab'out'Sq'per
cent; of world jute, and it is the major cash crop of the
province. 'Thanks to the unfortunate, :~'~()I1o~ic,back~
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wardness very largely, a' legacy of t the ~:past-.~ahd the
absence of any other. rival. means ,.of. earn-ing foreign
currencies and obtaining capital. goods.from abroad,' ju-re
talk.file.the nook .and corner of. Pakistan. But -this -'jute:.
rnindedness' sometimes reaches . .irrational -Iimirs .. , No
doubt, jute industry. in its many places-is yet to be -built
up in East. Bengal (it has only one ,rllOdern press-and
no mills so far) and wrll.iassure a considerable financial
prospect both. for the state, and the. middleman· arid
perhaps the peasant. will. also benefit t~a 'lesser -exte nt.
.But the future of jute is to be viewed at both from' a· long-
range point of view .and a, short-term. planning; .. II faeces
mainly three challenges i.e.; substitutes, sYnthet=ic.materi·als
and production elsewhere. "Substitutes like vrhe SiEhl.
Retusa in Queensiand, Australia and similar plants in
South Africa though not yet of full stature rivals, may
assume greater prominence in reasonable future The
struggle against synthetic materials is already on and
increase in Indian jute production has already been record-
ed, and latest announcements reveal that Soviet scientists
have evolved new frost resisting varieties of jute which
are already under productiun in Central Asia, Transcaucasia
and the Kuban valley. Finally, conditions under which
jute is cultivated bring disease, devitalisation and untimely
death to the East Bengal peasant and in addition some
of the most fertile food grain tracts being under the
crop, a future curtailment of the raw material can well
be expected with rising standards of life and growing food
requirements. Will it be wise then to put all our eggs
in one basket? The whole problem is linked with the
land and its people and needs thorough investigation and
careful survey. The technological aspects of developing
the jute industry is after all one aspect of a wider
problem.

Apart from the detailed surveys, the collection of
statistics under various heads is most essential to planning.
During the last two years the Govern ment Departments
have not even revised certain useful publications such as
the Large-scale Industrial Establishments, the Agri-
cultural Atlas and other relevant sources of information
and have not also rearranged secrecy about such
publications or some meagre attempts at woefully
inadequate bulletins.
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. Iniconclusion, it., may : well; 'he -''ernphasised : ithat
p!.alJnin~;)s,a ·:vital necesaityv-but : wise planning. ise.the
.veryessence of.it, and that in its. turn, »is all a matterof
_~el)organisecl scientificeffort. _ I, cannot ·do better: than
quoting .from Burnham when; he. said in .a similar context
elsewhere, ','make no. little .plans.; they have no .magic
to stir men's, blood. and probably themselves will not
.be , rea lised. Make big plans; airn.. high. in hope and
work, remembering that a.. noble, .Iogical . diagram once
recorded will never die, but-long 'after. we are gone will be
a living thing, asserting itself with ever-growing' insistency.
Remember that our, sons 'and grandsoris are going-todo
things that would stagger .us.. Let your watchword be
"order and-beacon beauty." : , '.

l! ..•, f,J ".1

: j .', "j J )' J. . j '~,~ '. : .l~ I' _,
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COEFFICIENT 'OF':VARIABILiTY
.OF ~ONS.OQNRAIN,FA.L~, rx:

'f' INDIA. AN.D PAKISTAN'
I • I .. .' ; '. I. ;,•. ~ '",' ~.! '. I \

. , . .~.; . .~ BY

" . :'s:·M.' NAQ,{I,. i~~.,Hq~S'~ M.sc. (A~iG.), i:>IRECJOR
:,' .. N,'W. ¥ETER9LOG!CAL'~EGION, LAl:lORE .

• t. ' 1-. j ~ • t. • .t

·Introdu'ctio~. ' .:
1 ;. ~

, 1. Variability of rainfall - isa'Fl.: important -climatic
element: . Various. measures , of variability have been
employed: by different . workers.. Theone generally -used
is the .. mean, variabilicy calculated from the median or
the arithmat~c"mean. Inter-quartile range is' also some-
times employed. All: these .. can give' fairly good idea 'of

,the: variability' _' 0(. rainfall for simple geographical or
climatological purposes, -but-the results: are affected con-
siderably by, slight, variations in the samples, on which
they are based. In regions like the Indo-Pakistan sub-
continent where there 'is a . large variation in the' amount
of monsoon rainfall received in different parts, thesimple
coefficients such, as those T' mentioned -above do" 'not .•give
a very correct idea. as the values of the coefficients
depends upon the value of the variables themselves.

H.

_ ~ Y _ i

2. The coefficient of dispersion Which is based on the
whole series of data, which is not affected appreciably
by slight variations in the sample. and which can be
used for mathematical. analysis is the standard deviation.
The standard deviation when expressed- as a percentage
of the mean to which it refers-gives a relative measure of
the variability independent of the amount to which it
refers .and 'is called the coefficient of variability.' r'-

Coefficient of variabifity of monsoon rainfall.
: L· The coefficients of variability of 'monsoon rainfall

for different divisions' and subdivisions of Indo-Pakistan
and Burma have been given by V. D. Iyer.*· Those have
been charted in figure 2 in which isopleths are ~rawn at

*1. Rainfall of Siam.-India Met. Deptt. Scientific Notes, Vol.
V, No. 38, page 72.
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intervals of 10 per cent. These coefficients are based on
t,h~, ~ve,rage rainfall~.o~ a number o~ ,stations "oJ clima-
tologically "non-homogeneous political, subdivisions.
This . ~eside~combining, .non-homogeneous populations,
pro(ihices,a: damping,l effect 'on the dispersion. The periods
of data ofdiffereut ,stations in each subdivision are also,
not uniform' rlueto \~hich the divi'siona] means of different
years are not equally representative, These coefficients
of variability of, divisional mean . rainfall were, therefore,
not c6n,s,ider~d ~'suita&1e' for .~ thorough' examination and it
was decided' tduiilize' the coefficient of' variability of
individual stations having long and reliable series or
rainfall statistics and distributed uniformly over the Indo-

~P;akistan 'subcontiileilit. Such stations are not' many and
Sha'nkar' Narayan'thad been able to select only 68 stations
in th~' 'monsoon fie'ld : 6 stations in Western' Pakistan

'.Wh1ch:were not included in Shankar Narayan's work have
-beerr: added in the present study. These stations represent
:rhe'varidus orographic, regions of the subcontinent and
'lhave ~ record of at least 60: years each. -The mean rainfall,
-the.st anda rd deviation and the coefficient of variab'ility for
-each of these stations are given in the' table at the end •
• ii" I '. " , i

";":i2f.' The ,doefficients, of variability have been charted
'in' figure 1, and i isoplethso drawn at intervals of 10 per
'cent. This diagram is essentially similar to the one
prepared on the basis of coefficients of variability given
by V. D:. kyet vshown in figure 2, but it brings out the
characteristic features of variability of the monsoon rainfall
much more.prominently, These are discussed- below':

3.' The .coefficient of variability i:s less than 20 per
.cent in regions where the monsoon rainfall is heaviest,' Vtz.
(l). 'Kanara Coast, (2) East Ce ntrali Provinces and the
'adjacent districts of Orissa,' (3) In and around the
)Andaman:$ea, (4) along the Arakan Coast' and (5) along
the Central. Himalayas in these regions the rainfall is more
or less orographic in nature. The sudden rise of the
fresh monsoon air over the mountain ranges in the

;!J~ig;hbomhood'lof these' areas causes heaviest rainfall of
the subcontinent. 'It: may, therefore, be' inferred that

,wQatever may be ,th,e' general Gondition of the monsoon

, *2.' N~ture of frequency distribution of precipitation in India
, during the monsoon .~onths, June to September. India Met. Deptt.
ScientificNote, Vol. V, No. 55.
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from year to year, i.e. whether' it is strong or week over
the rest of the, field, the amount of precipitation under
fixed conditions of orography does not very much
beyond 20 per cent or in other words the moisture content
of the monsoon current does not vary beyond 20 per cent
from year to year.

4. The isopleths for coefficient of 30 per cent
variability covers (1) the W estern Ghats, (2) the entire
length of the Himalayas and their submontane plains,
(3) the central parts of India, Orissa, Chota N agpur, and
(4) Eastern Pakistan and the Bay of -Bengal outside the
coastal waters 100 to J 50 miles wide along the east coast
of India.

'5. It may be noted that regions (1) and (2) get
orographic rainfall mostly. They are, however, influenced
to some extent by the copditions of the seasonal trough
of low pressure' over the Indo-Gangetic plains and,
therefore, the variability of rainfall is slightly more than
over regions where orography alone is effective. In
region (3) the effect of orography is combined with that
of the monsoon depressions and storms which normally
pass over the region. This naturally results in small
variability, but the fluctuation in the number of' storms
and depressions and in their tracks increases the variability
as compared with the regions where rainall is merely
orographic.

6. The small coefficient of variability of 30 per cent
over the BClYof Bengal is understandable, put the existence
of the belt of higher variability along the east coast of
India up to the neighbourhood of Calcutta is rather interest-
ing. This will be .discussed in subsequent paragraphs.

(3) The coefficients of variability are more than 50
per cent 0) in and around the Western Pakistan (2) the
Deccan Plateau and (3) Ceylon.

, 7. The monsoon rainfall in Western Pakistan,Gujerat,
'Rajputana and the East, Punjab, is confined mainly to
the occasions whet} Eastern depressions from the Bay of
Bengal or Arabian Sea happen to reach these regions or
when Western disturbances pass over Central Asia.
Naturally, therefore, these regions come under the
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ihflu'elice 'of the dry vNorth- Westernly air. and/or the South-.
west ,(mdrtsocin, 'In sorne'ryears ve'r'y fewEastern depres-
sions' reach 'this region and: t;h'e aetivity.rof. Western'
disturbarrces cisvrneagre.. vThe' "rnonsoon-vcurrent ' bas but'
lictle chaftc'ei.'~,o C""us~ r:l.inf:aH a.ndthe 'total rainfall .of : the
season does not exceed even 50 per cent; mf:the' norrna'l)
In other years when the activity of Eastern depressions
is ,u;or,e'mal-ked',;,the:'airriou,ilt of,':m6nsoon rainfall is:' also
covious'andUi;mou'nts: as 'great;:t~ 150 'per' cent l to ~l70·' 'per
cent-or merebeing not.uncommon;. , -;i ,f "!. 'f' c; ',I "

:_" ;:: ('=' .:.;: .~ .. ~ !::~ .' > .~ .. ,.. f'} .: <~...~,~;} j":, ".: ; t.;, .. ~: l' •• .;"

. ,:: 8:/ The t-eg'iDn (2),:i,e; ,the Deccan: platen,' has' also : a
high'~ coefficient of-',variab~lity ..: ',iThisregibn is "genetially in
the rain shadow of the Western Ghats. but somerimes
the Eastern depressions in the months of June and
Seipt'ethbetdd a)ffecLthis: area:; 1£ '21"depressi,on:or ~a .storrn
for',:ns' ;rrt:the'east "central- or the', North-East A, :,5:':, the
~1')'as60n ta it lfl'om the' Bay ,okBengaJ sidegoes..to .ps rticipate
4~rt'thest'!:dlsturtl;.lflces, 'and causes quite heavyvarnounts of
:t~irifallotli the;iEiiStern::side .of.: the.iWestern -.Ghats, i.e:
overcthe .-~8eaaan~>phl:teau.,: .Sirmlarly when" .depressjons
.form ~i"; develop: I in' -the nortlr-west ;'an'gle:, of- ,~the:, Bay of
-:B'eiigalpthEdjn~ of convergence betweejr.the pure monsoon
la'fld -rheitropicaf air,' Iies.over th-~' Konkan and the Deccan
;~tit:hlni~e heavyarslls of rain-are received..» Again wlilen: the
',E:':a~ie(f1" depressions-frorn-tbe -Ba yirake arsoutfrerlyceourse
"<i'lld-)t;«1~~e~lttHv,atds,Gujer;:}t.t;he~ raiMaa! : in 'the northern
districts of the Deccan is quite heavy. When .the vcondi-
tions mentioned above are not fulfilled the amount of
ipredpitatioA I '11'1(: the rDeecan -fs'unusually 'small. I This
'exptall1§ th~ l'atge'coefficient' 'of: mean .ivariability over+.the
·'Becca.~. ;,'~" .,;'.~ '.:' '(.';, ~l:.. : ;:":.-' ~ i,') :; ~ .•~;~~\ ~(~

~;;., ~~'. "~;i ';, '(- ':'.-': ';~ r : -; , '.. ' , : .• : '. (.-,. f,' ~" ~

,9'>;,Th'e:rhitd regiorisof high 'variability of the.rrionsoon
rainfall is Ceylon. This is rather extraordinary, the

Is'tretHri'tufnStn'lhe uppeh air 'over Ceylon and: the - south.
lBaydf :Bengal .usually. synchronises .wich .those' over the
south-east Arabian Sea and'frpm the. scanty+data for-sea
areas it is difficult to prove that the Bay of Bengal branch

,of the; SO'(lth~W est; monsoon 'a'l ways renters as ';.1- distinct
<ourrent over-the .Bay- andis Hot, 'in' some years, r obtained
.bythe turrtingroundof the ~southern- portion of the A.,S.
':branch'.: d f','however,' .the: Baybranch 'were'; obtained ' by
,the',tutning'of the :A. S:'pr.all'Ch' 'northwards' "onreac'hing
the Ba'-y'of Bengal,the, .variabi'liuy ,pkrainf<lll .shculd, .be
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'small" as ..on ;the, 'Western. Ghats ~arrd, to ..the .west. oJ' :iJ.
,The. Iangercoefficient of .~varjability; ove' r :Ceylon' .clearly
'indicates.. that sometimes: the .Bay, current .• of -the
,-G.. :·W,,: monsoon ~:.enters. as . a_ distinct eurrent· over

the Bay of Bengal itself, while sometimes it.i.s :J."e.a.lly
the A. S. branch turning round to a northerly direction

.cver .the .Bay. of Be.mgaL On' Ithefcfrme.( occasions the
• amount.okrainfalh.over".C:eyJon,<: ..will. be, -srna ll ,W:hiJei.Q':n
-occasions I:of. the Iatten.vtype icwould-. be :high,,'Tne
interesting fact. which, the; :consideratiori. of.,. .va riability of,
monsoon rainfall brings out is that in some years the Bay

1cur,re.~h' generally enters c:'SI:~ disj.inct from th'e- Arabian
:Sea current while inother.j yearsrit t is obtainiedby<t:he
'. turning .vrcund ·)of ,the ,'ArahianSea. btanch, This is
-cornpletely :borne outhy a ')close. .study- of. the .synoptic
'charts.' and the: penetra ticn of.·30 per centviscplethsrof
, variability up ito. Calcutta. along" the' east' C0tiS!. mentioned
· in-para 2J(6)J\above.,' It Is.in tihis,. beltthat the: two.currents
:con.verge " when.rhey -enteras ·.distinc.t .branches> over: the
, Arabian-Sea .and lthe Bay.iof Bengal; ,'!,' . " ". "i' "il:
:'~.! I .'. .:: : • ~~ ."J • . i ~ . I ~ ••' • ~}, ~ i ~-, r
· Seasonal forecast ,for, the, monsoon rainfall i ' '. " .;

- : 1.' The c6I1sidera tiorY'ofl the 'cbeffi'dien't" 6f variabil'ity
,Of the+monsoon "rainfall makes tHe"'q'U€'st1ori' of- 'seasonal
forecast very important. The late India Met. Deptt. 'had
investigated the sta tistica I relationshi p~ ",petwe,en ,q1e
monsoon rainfall in different parts of . the -subc'obt-in~nt
and' the ' .preceding: meteorologiea l., conditions .'if.o different
parts. of ,the, .world. On" the basis 'of these.rstatistical

: .correlations ;1' :forecastoLthe ·pro.bable· amount.of 'monsoon
rainfall, is .usua llyc.Issued. at .the.: beginning.r of "each

; season .. ·No such. forecast, is, however,' issued ::in·. those
..years in, which the contributing' factors· are conflicting or
when there is.a 7,5 per cent for. .the anticipated: rainfall
to. be within a . wide range. This' problem of . seasonal
forecast "looked upon {tom. the point. of .view: of· mean
variability. becomes. simpler-.· JThe:seasooal,forecast--t<;> be
of real value should.bearva .definite relationship .to; the
coefficient -ofivariability of rainfall in vthe: region, ;e.g •.·.in
Eastern .. Pakistan the .coefficient . is 20 per cent .to 30

. per cent.. .Simply , on" the "basis, of mean. variability it
. can be' said. that there isa 50 per cent chance .that rainfall
.in.this regien.i inany year .wil] .not be .different. from 80

; to 120: per .cent .of the! norrnal.: If, . the '. seasonal {precast
.' for .monsoon. .rainfall. rinEastem, Pakistan . is. to, .be of-any
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va lue it should indicate the probable amount with greater
precision. In Western Pakistan the coefficient of mean
variability is 40 per cent to 70 per cent or more: A seasonal
forecast [0 be of value in this region should, therefore,
indicate-

(1) Whether the rainfall will be above normal or
below it. This information will be useful to all, those who
Have to plan their programme on the basis of this forecast
such as Water Works or irrigation canals.

t2) The range of variation allowed for in the forecast
should not be more than 40 per cent, If it is. forecasted
that the rainfall will be above normal we should be able
to indicate a limit within 40 per cent by which it will be
above normal. For ihstdnce, if we say that the seasonal
rainfall in Western' Pakistan will' be anything from 100
per cent to 160 per tent of the normal, this will be no fore-
cast at a ll because we know that there is 50 per cent chance
that in certain parts it will not be beyond ·100 .per cent. or
120 per cent to 160 per cent of the normal. For the
forecast to be of any value we should be able to say that
the rainfall willbe say ~40 percent to 17.0 p,er cent of the
normal or 70 per cent to 100 per cent of the normal and
so on.

Floods and Droughts.
1. The problem 01 mean variability of rainfall has

an important bearing on the question of floods and
droughts and on problems of storage of water for irrigation
and other purposes. In the late India Met. Depa ttrnent
the years of floods and drought's were respectively defined
as years in which the positive or negativ~ departure of
rainfall is double or more thah double the mean devia-
tion and a diagram of floods and droughrs based on data
frorn 1875 to l~HO was prepared. The diagram has been
extehded by the Pakistan Met. Deptt. to cover the period
tip to 1944. Frequency of floods ahd droughts in different
divisions and subdivisions of India and Pakistan has
been calculated' from that diagram and charted in figures
~ and 4; A comparison of these figures with figure 1
shows that regions of small coefficients of variability are
less liable to floods and droughts than regions of large
coefficients of variability. The frequency of Roods and
droughts is based on data for· annual. rainfall, but the
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coefficiehts of variability a e . only for the monsoon
rainfall. As, however, the rr1ajor portroh of raihfall ih the
subcohtirien] Is received during the' rnonsooh period, the
close corr~spondej ce betweeH floods ctHd droughts and
the coefficients of va lability Is not iiriexpected. In
regions where the coefficient is 20 per cent or less, the
chances of -talnfall departure being more than double
the mean deviation are meagre indeed, but where the
variability is as great as 50 per cent or more the chances
that the departure will be more than double the mean
deviation are really large. This is clearly brought out by
figures 3 ahd 4.

the data: ~rotted in ihe figures 3 and 4 are given in
table below So far as Western Pakistan and its adjacent in
India are eoH~erHed.

\
"~

.c s::
cl <It

<It .•..
~ ..: 'c 'c :s

Gujerat. Sind. '" N.W.F.P. :s :s 0.

:E ·s 'ji'A. A. ~tJ ..s:: •..:s
'" III .•.. •..- <It •... III en~ '".i t!I ~ ~ ~ •...

~

_N_Oo_Of_ft_OOO_'s_.;._1 '_6 __ 1__1_\_12_1__ 9_~3---!.-1 8\10 I 8

No. ~idroughts I 6.1 'i I i21 3 9 I 3 I 8 I 7
. ,

- This brings out the important fact that so far as
Gujerat, Baluchistah, East Punjab and West Rajputana
are concerned the number of flood years is nearly the
same as the number of. years of dr.oughts during 69 years
from 1875 to 1944. In the case of Sind, N.W.F.P. and
West Punjab the number of years when positive departures
from normal, were double Or more than double, the mean
variability is much mote than the number of years when
negative departures exceeded that limit. In the case of
Kashmir the position is just the reverse, This definitely
shows skewness in the frequency distribution of rainfall
amounts in Western Pakistan. The seasonal forecast
formulce have.. however, been developed on the assump-
tion that the frequency distributions of rainfall amounts is
normal, but the. frequency of floods and droughts indicates
that this is hardly the case. This conclusion can, however,
not be taken as final because the forecast formuJce have
been developed for the monsoon and the winter rains
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separately and the flood and drought diagram are, based on
annual r·ainfaiL. ~til}~Jt isccnsidered that :th~. frequency
distribution of rainfall, in Wester-n Pakistan should be
rigorously e~a~ined by examining 'the moments of 19t
.and ,2nd. order; etc. ,and' :Py, applying.9~})er ;st~~ist~c~l
tests for each season separ.a,tely,. because, rhe. monsoon
forecast formulae can .be ,used only if tQ~~,freque-ncy dl~tr~-
bution, is found normal. , " ,,' . . 'J

. ;

Conclusions, ' j I. ,
, !

: ,The-presentstudyhas 'showllthat lthe coefficients of
variability based on divisional means of .tainfalldo not

,give full insight into' thevariabili~y;.of,monsQon,. rainfa ll
.ofthe. Indo-Pakistan subcontinent.YEor this P1i1:rpose,the
examination of reliable rainfall data of individual, staticns. . . -. . . . . - , . ~- ,-

IS necessary.- .

• J ./

It has further been brought out 'that :-'.. ..,

(1) The coefficient of variability of monsoon rainfall
is small in regions where it is I mainly due to
orography, In such regions it is 20 per cent
or less which indicates that' the. 'variability
of the moisture content of the monsoon
currel?t itself is not more than,20 per cent. ,
i .. ... .1. ; ~. . "._

(2) Th~ coefficient 'of variability is large in regions
: 'where monsoon' rainfall :isi scanty! and" where

it depends upon the: interaction. 'of.: different
, , air· masses . associ-ated 'with: .eastern iand

western depressions. , "',
" jl·

(3) The monsoon current .enters the .Tndo-Pakistan
waters as two distinct Arabian Sea; and .Bay
of Bengal branches in --solne' years i while .in

.' i . I other years! it is mainly one branch which
blows+over the Arabian.Sea and just turns

, 'round northwards, OVer] the Bay of .Bengal.
In years in which the: two .branches . are
distinct the convergence between them .occurs
along the East· coast'· of: India', from: Ceylon
to Calcutta.' The coefficient ofvariability. of
monsoon rainfall. is consequently .larger. I in
this belt comparatively 'to the-areas surround-
ingit. 1 ,-,:,; ,_,!::, i : .' ', _J

'/ '
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COEFFICIENT OF VARIABILITY OF MONSOON RAINFALL 15

(4) The limits of accuracy to be aimed at in seasonal
forecasts of monsoon rainfall is to be
determined by the' 'coefficierit of variability
and should be well within the limits of the
coefficien ts.

(5), There ,is. close, correspondence between the
, .coefficients of variability of rainfall in a

'region and.the number of flood-s and droughts
experienced there. This information can be
;usefully employed in planning -works like
construction 'of .dams, Irrigation' Canals or

,Wa,ter W orks, etc. ' ,

(6) There; is an indication of skewness in the
t requency of rainfall amounts in most of the

'di'visions 'of Western .Pakistan. This point
require's r.igorous' examination be-fore statis-
tical methods can' be satisfactorily employed
for forecasting seasonal rainfall for Western
Pakistan;' . " ,- '" ' "

. . !

Normal Rainfall during the' period Ju'ne to September.
Its standard deviation and coefficient of variation'
at 78 Stations in India and Pakistan. -, ,

--, \' ,I· cd .•..., .•...
Normal Standard ~ "~

, , cd Q) 0
Station Latitude Longitude, "::i ;: rainfall. .Devia-

..~ ....•u ••.•..•..•
$o.~.' --:~] in inches _ tion Q)' 1-0

,I
o Q) Ul o cd
Z >'::l U ;::.-

,
Surat ... 21° l2'EN 72~ 52'E ·63 38.66 13.26 - 34~53
Bombay ... '18° 56'N :720 54'E ,-114 ' 69.13 17.36 25.11
Mathiran ' ' ... 18°' 59'N \:73P l8'E ·60 ' 197.85 39.99 2.21
Ratnagiri ... 17° 8 'N 73° 19'E 74 ' 94.11 20.54 21.83

, Karwar ... 14° 48'N ' 74° l1'E' 69 107.83 23.98 22.24
" Mangalore ... 12° ,52'N, .74,° 53'E 68 111.23 19.04 17.12
, Tellicherry ... HO 45'N' '75° 32'E 68 105.46 22.64 21.46

Calicut: ... 11° 15'N ,75.0 49'E 70 89.64 18.30' , 20.65
Ponnani ... 10° 47'N, '75° 58'E .61 ,76.07 18.58 24.42,

, Palghat ... 10°, 46'N' ,76° 42'E ,68 58.10 15.80 28.91
, Ccchin ... 9° 58'N, 76° 17'E ,;75 74.69 16.56 22.17
. Trivandrum 8°, 29'N, 76° 59'E 79 30.01 10.38 34.58
; Colombo ... 6°' 56~N ,79,° 56'£' ,62 21.15 11.52 54.47

Poona ... ' .18° 31'E '73°' 55'E : 88 20.23 7.92 39.15
+Belgaum 15°, 52'N 74° 34'£ 79 38.11 9.92 26.03...

36'E I:,;Shimoga ... 13-° 56'N. 75° 95 20.15 6.62 ,32.85
J

._ .s~ ~!5 ~_.
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I i Normal Standard
+' 1=11=1 0<1> ••..•

Station Latitude
.•..• +'I Longitude '0 ~"d .ra~nfall D~via- u ••.• cd$ 0· ...•

o ~ <1> m inches tion <1> Mo cd
I l , • Z:>,~ u >-

Chitaldrug ... 14° 14'N 72° 26'E 62 12.32 4.351 35.31
Manantoddy ... UO 48'N 76° 3'E 64 90.67 26.06 28.74
Malegaon 20° 32'N 74° 37'E 71 17.99 6.64 36.96
Ahmednagar ... 19° 5'N 75° 48'E 75 ' 18.21 6.23 34.21
Bijapur ... 16° 50'N 75° 4'E 70 14.05 5.46 38.85
Bellary ... 15° 9'N 76° 57'E 78 10.06 4.21 41.45
Hassan ... 13° O'N 76° 8'E 76 16.47 5.98 36.30
Bangalore ··i 12° 37'N 76° 8'E 55 19.24 5.63 29.26
Akola ... 20° 42'N 7° 2'E 70 25.46 8.28 32.52
Hyderabad ... 17° 20'N 78° ·30'E 67 8.51 7.00 82.26
Cumbum ... 15° 34'N 79° 9'E 62 14.32 5.63 39.32
Madras ... 13° 4'N 80° 15'E Il9 15.13 5.14 33.97
Vellore ... '12° 55'N 70° ~O'E 69 \8.84 7.89 41.87
Balasore ... 21° 30'N 86° 58'E 72 45.06 10.98 24.37
Puri 19° 48'N 85° 52'E 74 38.37 11.62 30.28
Vizagapatam ••• 17° 44'N 83° 23'E 65 22.05 6.88 31.20
Masulipatam ... 16° 9'N 81° 12'E 68 23.61 7.46 31.59
Dhamtri ... zo- 4rN 81° 36'E 64 46.61 6.15 13.2
Rewah ... 24° 3 'N 81° 20'E 60 43.33 13.04 30.09
Nagpur ... 21° 9'N 79° 9'E 84 40.18 9.12 22. 9
Jubbulpore ... 23° IO'N 79° 50'E 84 49.84 1:~.60 27.28
Nowgong ... 25° 3'N 79° 30'E 64 38.90 11.64 29.89
Indore' . 22° 44'N 75° 50'E 64 30.72 8.14 26.50...
J alarpatanam 24° ,36'N 76° 15'E 61 '33.60 10.40 31.28
Calcutta ... 22° 32'N 88° 24'E 102 48.22 20.22 41.10
Berhampore ... 24° 6'N 88° 23'E 77 41.4 9.64 23.28

, Ranchi ... ' 23° 23'N 85° 23'E 73 45.07 9.52 21.10
~~mghyr ... 25° 23'N &6° 30'E ' 77 39.45 11.04 27.98
Patna ... 25° 37'N ~5° 10'E 78 38.74 11.84 30.56
Allahabad ... 25° 28'N 81° 54'E 83 34.11 9.92 29.08
Agra. ... 270 lOIN 78° 5'E 84 23.24 8.00 34.42
j aipur ..."26°',55;N 75°'52'E 63 21.35 9.20 43.08
FJissar ... ~9? lO'N ' 75° 46'E 81 1~.81 5.52 43.08
Lahore

'" 31° 34'N 74° 21'E ,74 15.29 6.46 42.25
Gauhati 26° U'N 91°,48'E 97 , 42.03 9.~4 22.6~...
Cherrapunji ... 250 16'N 91° 46'E 73 334.78 81.78 21.42
Dinajpur ... 21$°37'N 88° 40'E 73 ,56.82 15.32 26.98
Darjeeling ... 27° 3'N 8$° 18'E 69 99..32 15.58 15.68

, Katmandu ... 27° 42'N, 85° 12:£ ,79, . 43.81 7.22 16.48
: Almora ... 290 35'N 79° 41'E 88 3J.fH 8.14 26.59

Simla ... 31° 6'N 77° 13'E 70 48.67 13.14 26.99
Karachi ... 24° 51fN , 67,° 'I:'E 76 5.76 2.90 50.35
Bhuj ... 23° 15'N ' 69° 49'E 69 13.0Q 7.~0 60.77
Dacca ... 24° 14'N 72° 13'E 74 2~.75 11.12 48.88
Ahmedabad .'",(30 2'N 72° 38'E 69 23.64 ., 11.76 49.75
port Blair ... 11°: 41'N , 92° 45~E 64 66.83 11.94 17.86
Mergai, .•• 12° 27'N, 98°, 35'E .67,. ,18.36

",
16.84 14.~3

, ,
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Latitude

Rangoon 16° 47'N
Prome 18° 48'N
Sandoway 18° 28'N
Akyab 20° 7' N
Chittagong •.. 22° 21 'N
Peshawar .•. 34° 02'N
Quetta ••• 30° 12'N
Kalat. ... 28° 58'N
Jacobabad ••• 28° 17~N
Multan 30° .12'N
D. I. Khan 31° 51'N
Rawalpindi .•. 33° 37'N
Jodhpur ... ~WO 17'N
Hyderabad(Sind) 25° 23'N

'96° 13'£
95° I8'E
94° 25'E
92° 5.7'E
91° 50'E
71° 37'E
·67° OO'E
66° 28'E
68° 29'E
71° 21'E
70° 56'E
73° 06'E
73c 04'E
68° 24'E

78
81
.64
76

61
62
68
72
75
80
62
56
77

76.85
33.78

185.11
1'10.45
77.56

4.60
1.09
1.19
2.53
4.92
4.99

22.08
'12.29

6.13

12.30
8.06

29.58
25.72
16.98
3.61

.95
1.00
2.33
3.85
3.11
'7.89
6.75
5.03

16.00
23.86
15.98
15.09
21.89
78.44
87.16
84.03
92.09
78.25
62.32
35.74
55.00
82.05

'" I .••.•.•... ~ ~
~ Normal Standard.~ ~

Longitude '8 ~ 'd rainfall Devia- $ '8 .~
o m ~ in inches tion ~ ~

__ -'-.....--.:."_'--.:...'.- Z__i>._::l_:.,. I__ -_-,--I_u__ :>_

The author pays his thanks to Messrs. Mazhar Umar and J alil
Tahir .for the .valuable assistance they .gave him .in calculating the
Statistical results.
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DR.- KAZI S. AHMAD, M.A., L.L.B., PH.D. (LOND.),-HEADOF·
THE DEPTT.OF GEOGRAPHY, UNIVERSITY OF THE .,

I • , .J. .

. , PANJAB, LAHORE.' .
• ~ .' ~ ':' oJ '.. '" .: ~»;'s 'the constitution' fo'r, or new State Of 'Pakistan is'

<.' ' being' framed, a controversy has n;ltural1~'~risen about
.' the future set-up, of the Government.of the two,
. sections' of Pakistan. The problem needs very careful
. and thorough consideration as:on it rests the future welfare
and progress' of the people', .the peace. of the' country and
the efficiency Qf -the administration. T~is question should ~.

, not be, left ,as theexclusi ve '. concern of tKe 'lawyers,1
',··parlia\nentari~lns or politicians .. ; As 'it affects iso .'vitally:

all the people of the State, it would be proper that it
::sQouid be,Jhe result of a co-operativeyeffore vand thatany
··:contfibut:i6ns:to·itby,~'ny group. orset' of. people: should

get due considera tion. We here, in the University, forttl
an academic group devoted to the search for and profession
of truth and investigation of problems with a scientific
approach and an unbiased mind. Let us take this problem
in the same spirit and work out a solution free from
racial or regional influences and party or vested interests.
Geographical, economic and social conditions of today
should determine our administrative planning for tomorrow,
keeping in view the attainment of the best and highest
of our id~ In any constitution that we may frame there
should be adequate safeguards against inefficiency and
corruption, the two principal enemies of the State, and full
and equal opportunity for justice and fairplay, the two
chief pillars of any Government.

There are certain geographical factors which must of
necessity be given proper thought, before we make any
attempt to draft a constitution.

(i) Pakistan consists of two units commonly known
as West Pakistan and East Pakistan. West
Pakistan has an area of 306,977 square miles
and a population of only 30,258,000 persons.
East Pakistan has an area of 54,030 square
miles and a population of 41,845,000 persons.
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j"~ .~.: ;3 ~_~rr ~lnbf~er"~w6td's; £~st Phi{istan'which is one-
'. .,

,J ! r ,';'seventWin. area' .has ' about four-sevenths of
, , ' ( the~.JpopUlatioii::The(tofat} 'population of West

:L;P~kistciilJiwhich in-dudes !fouf 'Provinces and
, 'several States is':':;:title 'ov'er two-thirds of the
, popula tlon ofthe' Province of East Bengal.

: ..J.t -; ·~"~,l:r...l. t' ~~Jr.:t_lr .':'~.

" , ; (ii)'West' Pakistan i~ssepa:ra:ted from East Pakistan
byover' 2,500 rnil'es oj" sea, a' d istance almost

- tJ.equial to that from, Ka.rachi:WSuez .
..;; <:'" ~! t l' :-:.: ~_: ') ~. -~ :'i:. . '-' -:

",;: " '(iii)lThe .'ca:pital;;of!Piikistllri:".i!S located in West
.: ,',:, ." ',:",Pakistan,. the population of which is less than
!, .") .: 'r! that of~Eidst::P,a'kJS'~aI1but-which is militarily

. .1'; 1 'and ecoriciini~aa]y 'more.irnportant .
. : .; !. ', ,I 'J; I. v '~': ~, ;. ;:j' . '/ ':'f I.' ; r.... i
Considering theae.igqographicat ofactore together, we

are faced with a position unique in the countries of the
:w.orJd.:-:-:iptlElull:it'dt~e "P~!<f>v,if,l,ceof. ~il~t.; B~~gan~yin~ at a
.distance. of about ;8' .sea-days :d()VlliI1a~esJhe 're~ttO,( .the
.country fr;qm:!th.~ yi~'Y-p{)jpt,q~ ;t.hJElcou~ting 9f. h~adA ,whif~
-should.consti tute, Jl £e.qt!ilJf;~.Qfyj t.aU mpp'r~.a,nceiin a ~elTlo,c~
ratic constitution. ' ,..~, ,:;t,-o, 'fif 'j,"c,{

'J • 'r ',: (t'9) ,~onsid~erin~,~~s~,P~~ista!1, :alo,I1;~".,it st~,~tch~s
over a tern tory .more than' a,'I,COO rnrles III

, ':l~~'gth ~rQmnq:rth~e';l:~ft(),. ~?:u~th-west~, aria
)~ ,,~b9ut 6,90;rn.i~es:,i;~.'bt.e~~j'~h-in,:tne~?*th. ~;i~\S

,~ total ·POp~!i~lb~,. Ip'" ~b?~t ':eqnat!? ' ~?~,~r,'~f
the Province of"undrvrdefd Punjab:' It,·J's

,les~ :th~tn thre'~-fifths 'tha't.'6't the .:U rii ted . Prd.
vinces. "i3iluchis~ant which' is aboufeq'u<if tb
Easf B,en:g~l+.,in,"ci.rea': H~lS('Jess ;,tha'rr !on:e-
eighteenthof It's''population. ': .. i : l' r»

: ~. . ~r ~ .!" ,,". . • ! ••.t ' \ ~'~'~ •.• : ~ , : ' r 1., . I' 'i

While West Pakistan is predominantly Muslim,
~ .' ,~,~\st '. ?akist~,n! has ,!~po~ta?~ non-,l\l{uslim

rmnorrties which represent about '30 \Jer.cent
.of the 'pcpulation. East Pakistan is lin'guis-
tic;:d)Y a,nd ,culturally '(if we) igo'ofe'the' re-
li~b'ou'~aspect) Hjfferen~ ,from West Pakistan.

(vi) West Pakistan and' East' Pakistan consist of
, diverse' geograhical regions:' ClirriaticaHy,

hydrographically and ethnographically they
'are quite different. :"Within these two regions

. ,

-: f!',' 'j. f. •.

,I r

.•• J .:; -,
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the East Pakistan has on the whole a much
greater geograp~ical. unity. But in West
Pakistan while there is a wider general unity
marked by the contiguity of its land, bounded
together by the Indus and its tributaries,
extensiveness of the plain area, aridity of
climate, identity of faith, there are found
regionally important diversities in orographic,
climatic as well as in human and economic
conditions. Elongated north and south over
a distance of more than a thousand miles,
the Functional location of its constituent parts
varies and needs particular consideration.
These geographical facts are to a certain
extent recognised in the division of the area
into four Provinces, though the divisions are
not strictly geogra-phical.

In any constitution that we may propose to frame we
can neither ignore the facts of geography nor the political
aspirations and administrative aspects which the division
of the area into separate Provinces fOT the last so many
years has fostered.

Suggestions have been made for the amalgamation of
the Provinces of \Vest Pakistan into one administrative
unit and federating it with East Pakistan as another unit.
It has been argued that this is the best way of curing the
bane of provincialism and removing the social and econo-
mic inequalities prevailing in the country. This proposal
has been opposed' by others as anti-democratic which may
lead to totalitarianism and dictatorship. It has also been
asserted that the Muslim League is already committed
to the autonomy and self-determination of the Provincial
units.

The best constitution for us shall be one which accom-
modates these, various considerations in their proper
perspective. It is, therefore, tobe examined whether our ~
objective will be best achieved by (i) the creation of almost
wholly autonomous provinces and federating them in a
weak centre ; (ii) the creation of a unitary ,Government
and the abolition of the Provinces; (iii) the creation of
Provinces partly autonomous .,and surrendering part of
their autonomy to a' strong federal centre or (iv) the
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creation of one autonomous vadrninistrative unitfor West
Pakistan and the other similar unit for East Pakistan and
federating the two.

Alternative (ii) a unitary Government and the
abolition of provinces is not feasible on account of the
great distance between the two main units. Therefore
unitary form of Government is rightly ruled out in the
Objectives Resolution already adopted by the Constituent
Assembly. The fact that the capital of the country lies
in the distant extreme' south-west of the Indus valley, does
not favour purely a unitary form of Government even for
West Pakistan.

In the choice from the remaining three alternatives it
is not the East but the West Pakistan that presents
difficulties. We have to make up our mind whether or
not the provinces are to be retained. If they are to be
abolished, how to satisfy the regional needs and aspirations.
Geographical considerations neither favour extreme
concentration nor complete decentralisation. Geographical
conditions and economic relationships among the various
parts and regions as well as demographic, ethnographical
and social considerations preclude the adoption of anyone
of the three alternatives in its entirety. The best way
lies in incorporating the useful aspects of all the three
alternatives and choosing the middle course. On this
basis I beg to suggest a politico-regional plan with a three-
storey constitution-(i) Federal, (ii) Zonal and (iii)
Regional, with the middle storey, the Zonal constitution
being the main plank of the structure.

Zonal.
(a) For each of the two zones of West and East

Pakistan there shall be an autonomous zonal Government,
with residuary powers vesting in each, exercising control
in all matters except those specified as of international
or inter-zonal importance and falling under the direct
jurisdiction of the Federal Government, Provision shall,
however, be made entitling the Federal Government to
give such advice and guidance as it may deem fit and to
exercise such supervision as is necessary for the sake of
the efficiency of administration and the co-ordination of
the activities of the two zones;
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~'r'~~~b)d~a:ch5 zone jshall 'be 'tmder.the-executive-control of
a· 'S'eI1arMe Govern(or}, to be appointed by the 'Amir-e':
Pakistan (the Head of the State).· , '

~,,! ~(;;),There sbaW'b€;'a l'egislarive;asse'mbly'and a cabinet
ofministcrsoresponsible . toit. -The 'Governor shal'l have
th'e::p<7lwer of; Qi.ismissi:ng any minister-vor the cabinet anti
dissolvingthe assembly, With the; approval 'of the Arnir-e-
PaMs't'an,:"~ !',. 'C(' ,',' ~ , ,""

;' ~ ~~1!1"·~"'-·....,'. :.'~·1 ~ »:: '\'
;':' " (d) "The cabinef r shall include a minister for each
regional 'unit-seleoted :from amongst the e.lected members
of the legislature of that unit, Such other ministers may
also be appointed as may be required from time to
time, ... :: .::j;t~,r·'" j :i,-;'~";" .'J.~ )' 'r:

-:":i

~l: . • ~ 'J'" J:A ~ I .•• " 1 ~J. I , ; •..•~. .

Regional. ' .~_. ,,\' r" , ',I: I \,.

(a) The Provinces ofWest. Pakistan with their presen t
set-up inrespect of leaislatures andvadministration should
be. abolished. ,;There should instead berestablishedregional
ilnits of administration more or lessr.correspondingto the
present Provinces with such adjustments in their boun-
daries as' is' desira.ble r for administrative convenience,
cultural affiliation arid economicrelationship. For example.
the trans-Indus distr icrof . Dera Ghazi Khan should' be
transferred to Bal uchistan .and the trans-Indus tehsil of
Isa Khel (District Mianwalij to N:W,.F.P. and the Hazara
district to West, Punjab.L: !; ,

";, (I

(b) Each regional.unit shall. also bean administrative
unit with a separate .cadre of services for various; depart-
ments, the principal officers of which shall be selected from
the Central services and be transferable from one regional
unit to another, ~, , '.,.~ :' . -' 'i'

j -'

.. , ."") I. r' , , .,4 r .•• , • •• ~

" ;:~.(c), Each.regional un't(~qall'have an ad'v.i,~Ory council,
consisting of C},l,lthe members of the zonal legislature from
the, unit. The minister of" state for the region in the
'zorial .cabinet shall be ex officio president of the council.
This council shall advise the zonal government on, all
.matters concerning that regional unit.', '

••. I, t "

(d) Ea;ch 'r~gional :cpuncU .m~y, set up Advisory
Boards 'for' vafio'u's' subjects to, which . .members 'of, the
council may be elected on the basis of propoffionalrepre-
sentation and in addition specialists may be nominated to
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itlly, the' zona] government.' . RegionpJ headssof othe
~departli1entj)'shadl functionas ex officio- .secretaries to these
·};>oards." ,', T" ,

; ; I .; ;. '~.

,.Federal. ,i '." - :.il i):;; ", _ "

(a) There sha.ll be federal 'Govetn:a'feI1t rat the' centre
with a republican constitution exercising' direct control
over certairr subjects .such '~~s' defence, foreign« relations,
communications, internatiotiat trade and coinage. and such
powers as will enable them to co-ordinate and guide the
zonal govenarnent. in other subjects under conditions ·to be
specified, . " ,I .:i "

) , . . '. '.l" ,,- l .

, (6). ~The federal Government shalf' consist ot Am ir-e-
<Pakistan, a. Par liament with two Houses, the ,,\ower one to
.be ~calledJatnia! and the ,uppertj,q~e to :be, called Majl~s
respectively.rand a.cabjnet .of ministers !~ppo,inted' 'by, the
Ar:n\r,' q~t responsible .to.the J arniat. , C'J:J,' f 'f. •

t" ~ ' ,. , ••••• , '''' • ' • .' l' .'. ~ '. ~ •• , • •

, 'th~ jarniat '~h'~lrcon~istof about 72 rri~~be~~. (one
member for 10 lakhs) elected directly on adult suffrage.

The Majlis shall havea membership about ,two~'thirds
lthat of the' [amiat; '. rt:s tmembers shall be elected. on the
;basi:g,()f 'territorial arn:hfunltt,i.onal representation and, shall
-inchrde :' (i) 'repfeseiitati:ve's (of West, iand East Pakistan
.elected» by their' zonal "tl'eg'FSlratur:es,(iii) representatives of
theEtates acceding to-Pakistan elected by their legislatures
and if.no such bodyvexiats.rin such other .manner as may
De ~prescri bed -.and '(iii) .represeri tatives elected by. the.special
-vocational constttuencies- : esrabhshed for -:.the' .purpose,
provided -tha t "Ithe ,numper of.rsuoh persons shall. not
exceed, one-fifth. of':,th~,~ tOtil'membership1 '(it!) persons

"nominated -DY' the Amir. who shal'Lnot exceed one ...fifth of
,the;JtotaL'membership.':~,· 'c, ,E C' •

~""'c,~~(:~_· :~,.!' ~ 1 .J . i\r :.;, ,

Bills may be initiated in either House and if passed by
thecothet Hou$eshalL become law on receiving the/assent

'bf the' Arnir. ; The' ,Maj:lis : may: not rnitiate or, amend
-moncy bills. Inn.the case of disagreement.. between .,the
.two Hotfses.cif itjis not 'resolved withinza certain prescribed
period, the Arnir.vifha .deems.fit.vmay convenet.a.ijoint
meeting of the two Houses for a final decision.

• • ~ ., •• l· •

",: -:: , ' " 't '": ( ,

"'. (c) The ftmir,-e-Pakistan shall be . thee Head ,o(~ -tile
-State and shill be the.Commander-in-Chief of' the Army,
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navy and air forces. All executive powers shan vest i'n
him. He shall discharge his functions with the -advioe of
his ministers. He shall have the power to appoint or
dismiss (i) ministers of the cabinet, (ii) all civil, military,
judicial, administrative and political officers of the Iedera'l
services in 'Such manner as may be prescribed by law. He
shall also have the power to make short-term appointments
like those of am bassadors or governors, tradecommis-
sioners on ·the advice of the cabinet.

The Amir shall have the power to summon, prorogue
and dissolve Parliament. He shall have the power of
assenting to or withholding assent from the bills passed by
the Federal Parliament or zonal legislatures, He shall
have the -power to send drafts of bills to Parliament for
'consideration and to return the bills for amendment 'to
either House. On-the advice of the cabinet, he shall have
the power to issue ordinances -for a period of not more
than six months subject to their renewal under emergent
conditions •

.Election of the .Amir-e-Pakistan.
led) Each zonal -legislature 'of West and East Pakistan

shall duly propose three 'representatives for election for
the office of the Amir. The names 'of the representatives
'so-proposed -shall 'be presented to the legislature of the
other zone for support. 'The name of such of the repre-
sentativesas are unable to get the support of at least 30
per cent of the mem bers of the other zonal legislature shall
automatically drop 'for want of support. The names of

.such persons .who -are duly proposed and 'properly
supported ..shall bepresented ·to the joint sitting· of the two
-Houses of .Parliarnent for final election. The candidate
who secures absolute majority shall be declared elected,
it may be by second ballot or even third ballot.

The Amir shall-hold office for five years and shall
not, be eligible for re-election unless he is elected -unani-
mously. by the two Houses at the next election. The office
of the Amir shall not be held by a representative of a
particular 'zone for more than two consecutive terms.

(e) The ministers of the Cabinet shall be appointed
by the Amir on the .advice of the leader of largest party
in the Jamiat from amongst the -members of the .jamiat,
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Deputy Ministers may be appointed from amongst the
members of the Majlis.

(f) 'f'pe Amir, ministers, all officers of the Govern-
ment and members of the legislatures shall be equally
subject to the ordinary law of the land.

(g) The President of the Jamiat shall be ex officio
Naib-Amir. He shall act for the Amir during the period
when the office falls or remains vacant.

(h) All judicial powers shall finally vest in the
Supreme Court (Ada lat-e-Alia}, which shall be independent
of the executive. T~~ ] udges of the Supreme Court shall
be appointed by the Amir from amongst a .panel of names
recommended by the, cabinet, subject' to such restrictions
and qualifications as may be prescribed by the legislature.
The Judges of the Supreme Court shall not be remova ble
except in such manner as may be prescribed on the joint
petition of the two Houses of Parliament. They shall
retire a~ the age of 65 years. There shall be a High Court
for each of the two zones and Chief Courts may be
established for regional units.

The judges of the High Court and Chief Courts shall
be appointed by the Amir on the recommendation of the
Supreme Court

(i) There shall be a statutory provision for a perma-
nent State Economic Commission,' the functions of which
shall be (i) to watch the existing economic conditions of
the country and to give the necessary advice' to the
Government, (iz) to direct the execution of economic plans
formulated and (iii) to formulate plans from time to
time for the continuous economic progress of the country.

(j) There shall be a statutory provision for minority
boards in West and East Pakistan. They shall consist
of representatives of the minorities, chosen by the minority
members of the legislatures. Seats should be reserved for
minorities as a whole in the legislature and services.
They may be given the option of joint or separate
electorate.



SOME ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF
FISHERIES IN EAST BENGAL

BY

A. F. M. MANKAN, M.A., LECTURER IN GEOGRAPHY,
UNIVERSITY OF DACCA.

EAST Bengal possesses a great natural wealth in her
vast fisheries which, if properly looked after
and judiciuusly exploited, are capable of im-

mense expansion. The extensive water bodies of the
province-inla nd, estuarine and marine-provide varied
habitats, suitable for the growth of a large number of
species of that finny tribe which is highly esteemed as an
important ingredient of daily meals all over the province,
since it forms a valuable addition to a diet, the staple of
which is rice. The principal grain diet consisting of boiled
rice is particularly deficient in nitrogen, phosphorus
and animal fat, all of which are essential in the dietary
of the people. In the general unfamiliarity of the mass
with meat, milk, butter, etc., which are considered more
or less as delicacies in this part of Pakistan, fish not only
provides a comparatively cheaper and readily available
source of protein and vitamin but also adds relish and
nutrition to the otherwise poor and insipid meal.

Negligence of fisheries in the past .
. Notwithstanding the vital part which the fisheries

of East Bengal have been playing from time immemorial
in her economic and dietatic life as an important source
of her food requirements, the people always looked towards
the problem of their conservation and development with
an apathetic attitude. This, instead of contributing to
her prosperity as they do in most other countries supplying
an important food to the people and furnishing employ-
ment arid occupation to many, has resulted in the
gradual depletion and deterioration of the fisheries of
this province, especially the fresh-water ones. Not only
has Nature's great gift in her fishery resources not been
given such attention as would seem just and essential in
comparison to that bestowed upon agriculture, the fishing
industry has almost been left to its fate, so that it remains
primitive and wholly unsatisfactory from catch to sale
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even at the present day and can hardly supply the bare
requirements of the people.

Geographical Aspect of Fisheries.
Fisheries of East Bengal offer innumerable problems

of diverse nature. The influence of environment, organic
or inorganic, is so great on fisheries, like some of the
allied industries, that an analytical and syntheticstudy
of fisheries with the application of geographical propositions
will result in the revelation of many curious facts,
hitherto unknown or unexplained. Geographical factors,
such as location, topography, hydrology, climate, vegetation,
etc., will be Iound to be affecting almost all the aspects
of the fishing industry, Viz., distribution, breeding and
growth of fish fauna, the production and transport,
marketing and consumption of fish and its utilization
for valuable by-products. Even the socio-economic
aspects of fisheries are, though "not directly, at least
imperceptibly influenced by them. The geographical
conditions affecting the production and trade as well as
the human side of the fishery problems most needs be
studied in the past as well as the present so that their
changing nature may be appreciated and future possibilities
foreseen.

PhysicalEnvironment,
Except a narrow hilly tract towards the east, physically

the whole of East Bengal belongs to the deltaic region
of the three mighty rivers of the Indo-Pakistan sub-
continent, the Ganges, the" Brahmaputra and the Meghna,
which together with their tributaries and innumerable
distributories form a veritable network all over the province,
Besides the large number of perennial streams, the South-
West Monsoons bring copious rains and cover the major
part of the province with a vast sheet of water for the
greater part of the year, thus providing an ample space
where large number of fish of various species can thrive.
The shallow nature of the Bay of Bengal, with the
tongue of the deepest sea, ."Swatch of no ground",
extended towards the Sundarbans coast and a large number
of distributories of the hydra-mouthed Ganges carrying
nutrient salts and discharging immense volume of water
into it, thereby lowering its salinity on the whole is a
favourite haunt of" a large variety of marine fish.
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Extent and Types of Fisheries.
The total area of the fisheries of East Bengal may

be estimated including the marine fisheries of the Bay
of Bengal and excluding tlie ta iiks and [heels, fisheries
fof which there are no statistics available, although they
eoustttute a very important sou tee of food fish in the
province, to be approximately in the dry season as
follbws :-

Bay at Bengal
Estuaries
Rivers, streams, etc.

~6',OOOsquare miles
3,565 square miles
·1,500 square rriiles,. ..

Tdtal 31,065 square miles

Unique among the provinces of the Indo-Pakistan
subcontinent, more than a third of the extent of this
province, at any rate in the lower Bengal, is comprised
of. water .a.reas: and during the rains, the whole country
is Hooded by a vast. sheet of water, turning it: into a large
fishery, thus multiplying the virtual fishery area many
times:

Although ceHain species df fisli~tHe cattle Elf water::
bodies-are known to adapt themselves in two or more
habitats and fished in all of them in considerable
qua.ntities, it has been found in majority cases that only
some fish species dn Hourisfi iri {:laHicd\.::tr wah~rJjodies.
The erivifonrrteht or habitat, as we understand in the
gedgra~hibl sf:!nse, is the pririie faetor, govefriirtg tHe
life and activities of all livlhg beings. TRe characteristies
arid biohdrriics are tletermihecl. in case of fish fauna by
a ilumber of faacirs, chief amongst them Deilig the nature
of water, iit which the fish grow iiHtl flourisH, whether
cShfiHed anti stagharit de flo\vihg afitl open, the clierriica l
properties of water wltetlier ffes'h at brackish or sa lihe,
Hie situation of the waterbodies, whether tliey are situated
inland, or tdfi§titri~e parts or wfiole 6£ Hie bperi sea; or
are located iii the plains or in upland or in the estuarine
region. Mal"ide biologists are aWare how the infiuerices
of vilribU§ Habitats are refh~cH:ld oh toe life, biohdtnics
and other well marked characteristics of different genus
and species tH fish.

East Bengal waters provide wide envitonmental
contrasts with varied physical features. The hill streams
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with torrential falls, th e long broad and placid rivers with
extensive deltaic and estuarine systems, salt lakes, back-
watets and tanks, marshy, sandy or rocky coast, combed
by the extension of a luge number of tidal rivers, canals
and creeks and lastly the funnel-shaped Bay of Bengal
provide suitable environtnents tor the growth of a large
number of fish species: The fisheries of East Behgal
may conveniently be classified into fresh-water; estuarine
and marine fisheries, aeentding td the types of environment
where particular- species of fish thrive most,

Ffesh-water Fisheries.
The eXtensive 'fresh-water fisherles distributed all over

. East Bengal is the most 'important source of fish supply
in the province. The innumerable rivers, canals and
streams, 'jheels' arid tanks, et~., constitute the freshwater
H heries ot tHe province, where not only the Fresh-water
species of fishes breed an d thrive, but some of the rnig ra tory
fishes iH search of fobd or breeding ground ascend in
iarge numbers duriHg the raihs, wli~rl much of. the salinity
of Foreshore afeas are nehtra lised \vitn the inflow or
fresH water. A tru~ fresh-water fish Jives entihHy in fresh
water Bolli in the ybting aha adult stages, arid never
goes to the sea. But the anadroriious fishes, like the
Hilsa (the Indian shad) which are ,essentially marine, but
ascend up the rivers dliririg tHe, monsoons, and the
tcltcidromdrlS fishes, such as me eel, which are essentially
fresh-water forms, but descend into the sea, cannbt be
regarded as true fresh-water species, in spite of the fact
that both are fished in large quantities irl the inla iid water-
bodies. Of the various species of FFesh-wa ter fish, special
mention may be made of the Carps (Cyprtriidaej-e-
Rohu (Labeo rohita), Ka tla Catla (buchanan!), Mrigal
(Cyrrhina mrigab), the Cat fishes-e-Bbal (Wallagu attu),
Ar (Micrones Aor), Singhi ,($u~cobranchus fossilis) the
snake-headed fishes-e-Sol (Ophiocephaius striatus), the
fresh-water mullets, the migratory marine or estuarine
fishes, such as Hilsa (Clupea) and T9Psi or Mango
fish (Polynamous paradiseus) and various species of
molluscs, turtles and sharks.

Estuaririe Fisheries.
Next to fresh water areas, the estuaries furnish the best

fisheries both in extent and prolificness. The numerous
deltaic rivers fall. into the Bay of Bengal forming the
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great estuarine fisheries along the sea shore, extending
from the Raimangal river in Khulna district to the Gulf of
Tekka touching Cox's Bazar in the southern extremity of
Chittagong district. The comparatively low salinity of
the waters of the BC\y of Bengal, being constantly dilated
by the great fresh-water effluents from three sides, and the
gradual changes from the markedly low saline waters of
the Bay to the fresh waters of the rivers beyond tidal
limits facilitates along this highway the immigration of
marine forms into fresh-water areas by gradual adaptation
to the transitional conditions of existence in the estuaries.
Hence both marine and fresh water varieties can be
found here and due to rich planktonic food in this region,
a very dense piscine population is the outcome.

The most important estuarine fishery of this province
is in the Gangetic delta, comprising the Sundarbans, in
the Khulna and Bakarganj districts. A vast tract of
swamps, thick jungles and innumerable water channels and
creeks, the whole region is subject to tidal action and
occupies an area of about 3,565 square miles. The Sundar-
bans, locally known as the" Bada " have been very aptly
described as a tangled region of estuaries, of rivers and
watercourses' enclosing a vast number of islands of various
sizes and shapes. The whole region is teemed with a
large number of valuable fishes and crustacea and the
major portion of the" Bada " area still remains unexplored
for want of enterprise and proper transport facilities. The
most important variety of fishes and crustocea usually
caught in the estuarine region are Bhetki, H ilsa, Lotya,
Mango fish, various species of prawns, lobsters and crabs,
hangars, sharks and rays.

Marine Fisheries.
The coast line-of East Benal is intersected by num-

erous rivers and estuaries, the mouths of which, with a few
exceptions, are obstructed with sandbanks, making the
passage of vessels of even of small draught difficult. It is
an uninhabited belt of lowlying swamps and dangerous
jungles infested with tigers, crocodiles and venomous
snakes, and often with a fringe of dunes, varying in height
from 10 feet to 20 feet. The most serious defect that
'overwhelms the whole coast is the absence of even toler-
able harbours, where fishing boats can find refuge in rough
weather. But the remarkable fact about the coast is that
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a series of elongated and shallow sand banks or 'char'
formations at the mouths of the innumerable estuaries do
nowhere exceed three fathoms in depth and that they all
converge on either side towards the '.' Swatch of no
ground ". At its hea d is situated an extensive, but almost
uniformly sh t llo w region. about 6QO sq uare miles in area,
known as the "Argo Flat ", formed in the main by the
Passur and the Haringhata rivers. The main foreshore
fisheries of the Province are carried on in this flat by the
numerous big fishermen settlements along the Sundarbans
coast, especially at. Dubla islands, Rangabali, off the Passur
and at Ba isd ia , Off (he coast of Chittagong, near
Maheshkali, Sonadia, Kutbdia and Cox's Bazar, there
prevatl similar topographical conditions, although less
extant in area.

The deep sea fisheries of East Bengal are unfortu-
nately up till now almost entirely neglected and remain
practically unexploited and virgin. The Bay of Bengal is
regarded as one of the best fishing grounds of the world,
having great potentialities and capable of much expansion.
The exploratory researches carried by Sir K. G. Gupta,
Dr. Travis Jenkins and Colonel Alcock in the early decade
of this century and the Japanese enterprise in the Bay just
before the outbreak of the last \Var justifies the right
presumptions of the vast piscine resources that the Bay
hold. The sea perches, sillage and pomfrets of different
species, mango fish, ribbon fish, yellow tails, soles and
founders, crabs, prawns, lobsters and economically impor-
tant sharks, skates and rays are the more important varie-
ties that are fished in the marine fisheries at the present
day.

Production of Fish.
In Eastern Pakistan, no production figures or estimates

of catch could yet be made available. It has, however,
been estimated by the Agricultural Marketing Department
of East Bengal that the annual consumption in this pro-
vince would be about 26,5'14,000 maunds, and the total
exports of fresh fish are 482,000 maunds. In addition,
approximately 10,000,000 maunds of dry fish are produced
in this province, which would be equivalent to about thirty
lakh maunds of fresh fish. Thus the total catch or produc-
tion may be estimated at over three crore maunds annually.
Calculating at an average price of Rs. 60 per maund, the
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approximate y~lue of fish caught a p nu a lly in East Be qga l
will be well oVH l~!l" 1800,009,000. The fresh water
fisheries, as the circumstances are a t present, account for
more than 85 per cent of t he total annua] production.

A critical study of ~h~ production figures as well f1~
personal inveatigat.ion in the' principa] fishing centres of the
pr~y,in~~ revealed the fact th~t there af~ three distinct n!lh,
ing seasons in East Bengal, (a) the hot s~asop (March to
J un~- July) when the estua rine 'and foreshore fishing are at a
suspense owing to unpropitious weather and the fresh
water fish supply, as a result of overfishing, gradua lly
decreases till the ' burst of the m?o,soons '~ (bl the mqnsoon
season (j une-j uly to Septernber-October) when the major
part of the province remains under water and all fish, big ~~
small, get free range and fishing is almost at a suspense
t;xc~p.t that of ~pe fl1Vtd~~rI.lpuR flils~ which ?:s,Ge!1ds up the
principal rivers oJ the province ill gH~at numbers almost
simultaneously with the mon~~o,n outburst, arid (~) ~he
winter season (September-October to February) which is
the pril1cipal fishing season in East Bengal accounting for
60 per cent. of the total annual catch, and when the moat
optil1lQm conditions for fishing prevail as ~ result of fine
weather and gradual subsidence of flocd.

fisp~rif!s ~n~ f~~~ertne~"

The fisheries of East Bengal .are sca ttered wide all over
the province and as ~ result, not only the professional
fishermen but also the ordinary villagers catch fish the
latter for their own consumption only. 'The actual fisher-
men-those pit iable amphibious creatures-ar-e'- the most
superstitious and conservative beings who are poor',
illiterate and economically and socially very much depress-
ed. As in agriculture, so in fishing also, they adhere faith-
fully to the same old methods prevalent among them from
times immemorial development either in methodology or
in technique in the various aspects of the industry has
taken place. The res nlt is that they do not get adequate
returns from their indefatigable labour. Agriculture and
other professions with more alluring prospects are attract-
ing a larger and larger number engaged in this profession,
as is evidenced by the decreasing n um ber of fishermen,
confirmed in a comparative study of the last few census
report.
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'Some Causes of Impoverishment of Fisheries.
Both natural ani human agencies . ar~, responsible fo"r

.the gradual impoverishment of the rich fisheries of, 't'h~
province especially the fresh 'water ones. Among, the
natural agencies, the gradual decrease of the area under

· water due to che silting up of the.river beds and depressions
~as well as the epeirogenic movements .raising the deltaic
region as .a whole are most important. T0e various canal's

· and irrigation schemes in upper.: India greatly decreasing
,the volume of water flowing d~wn the 'Ganges and its
.tributaries, premature reclamation of laud in, the Ganges
delta, putting up or" 'bunds' and other' artificial obstruc-

.tions in the courses ot streams, embankments of roads and
railways, have, all been responsible for the drying up of

i extensive hesh water areas. Besides, the effects. of pollution
· o~ water due to erection of factories along the river, ban ks,

the retting of jute. in streams, ponds, etc., and above all,
· the disposal of sewage ':and filth in the main or smaller
,rivers are considerable, in ·the deterioration of fisheries.
Overfishing, a'bsence '~f any close season of [egislative
measures for protecting young or brood fish, short-term
leases of fisheries are some of the examp-les of direct human
interference ,which, brings about premature decay of

: fisheiie"s.· '. '. " .'. .~. ' '.,

· Subsidiary Industries.
At present, the demand for fresh fish is so great that

there is no appreciable surplus to start industries. either for
; the: preservation of fish or for producing tbe valuable by-

products. Due to lack of proper t ra nsport, fish cur.ing at
present is carried on to some extent only in the foreshore

· fishing centres, in the.simple, primitive and crude methods.
Manufacture of fish oil, guano, meal, isinglass and: glue

, are not only irradequate in quantity, but also most unsatis-
+factory 'as' regards the modes of preparation. Button
, making and chank bangle industr ies .have been deteriora-

ting,· as 'a result of decrease in the supply of necessary
( raw materials .

. Present 'State' of Fish: Trade in 'East"Bengal.
., Marketing and . trade of fish, too, is wholly unsatis-

.,Jae.fo'ry at .the . present- time, due to lack of adequate
• facilities for good and rapid transport' as wel] as proper

arrangement for preservation and cold storage in the impor-
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tant fishing centres. Fish differ from other foodstuffs in
respect of its very high' perishability which necessitates
quick disposal of the catch.' Demand, supply and' prices
of fish vary according to the season of the year and also
year after year. '

Fish is in great demand all over the province and the
present production can hardly meet the demand of the
ever-increasing population. The geographical momentum
is still orientating the fish trade of 'the Lower Ganges
Delta towards Calcutta, and even now the greater' portion
of fish entering into trade finds its way to that city, to the
vexation of the under-nourished populat ion 'of East Bengal.
With a great source of production in the extensive fresh
water areas, and potentially rich, but still almost virgin
estuarine and ma rine fisheries, better transport and cold
storage facilities, a constantly high demand throughout the
year together with the possibilities of immense expansion of
those industries requiring fish as the chief raw material,
it is expected that production will be able to expand
enormously.

Important Fish Ports.
The fish fo llows the current and the fishermen follows

the fish. Hence it is really not possible to find out any
fixed locality where fish may be found and caught annually
in almost the same amount. Of course, there are certain
loca lities \Vher~ owing to peculiar topographical and other
favourable circumstances, the fish fauna flourish in .la rge
number every year and important fish ports 'have developed
near these areas consequently.

A bsence of statistics regarding trade in fish 'renders it
difficult to ascertain the relative importance of the different
fishing centre'> (If East Bengal. - Only the outward figures
of export from the va rious riverine ports of the province
will however _give a rough idea of the extent of trade
carried 011 in this commodity, Goalundo situated at the
junction of the Padrna and the Jamuna (the Brahmaputra)
is the most important fish booking centre in the whole of
the Lower Ganges region. Other important centres of
export are Kheppupara (Bakarganj), Chittagong, Chandpur,
Akha ura and Asuganj (Tippera h), Sylhet, BhairabBazar
and M6hanganj and Narayanganj (Dacca), arid Madaripur
(Faridpur). It should be noted that more than three-
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fourths of the fish for the Calcutta market in the past and
still at present comes from these centres.

Pisciculture in East Bengal.

The conspicuous role. of pisciculture or fish farming
in the economic life of East Bengal can hardly be over-
stressed. Any programme of rural uplift, Grow-More-Food
Campaign or of conservation of fishery resources of the
province must take into account the great possibilities of
scientific pisciculture in East Bengal possessing numerous
tanks and vast inland waterbodies. East Bengal has
got the most optimum 'conditions in the whole of the
Indo-Pakistan subcontinent: for the development and ex-
tension of pisciculture which will not only result in
increased nutritious food, 'but also ameliorate the economic
condition of the teaming rural population.

Conclusion.

For the proper development of this important industry,
fishery development work may conveniently be divided
into two parts and both of them should' proceed side "by
side. Work with reference to - fisheries, sensu stricto,
consists of conservation of fisheries by improving the inland
waterbodies, establishment of hatcheries and gradual
'dissemina.tion of scientific knowledge regarding pisciculture
as in Japan and Egypt, legislative measures against
destruction of fish fry and fingerling s and brood fishes,
improvement of fishing methods, and provision of better
modes' of transport and cold storage facilities, esta blishment
of various industries connected with the preparation of
preserved and cured fish, and. utilization of fishery by-
products for which there is great demand within the pro-
vince as well as abroad. Tbe Other branch of work will
aim at the improvement of the socio-economic aspects of
fisheries, such as the arrie liora tion of the condition of the
fishermen and thorough reorganization of fish trade in
East Bengal. It may be pointed out, in conclusion, that
only a properly equipped and adequately staffed Fishery
Department with plenty of fund and much scope for long-

'term original research as well as a real and, constructive
vision about the present state, with an eye towards the
future possibilities will be needed to co-ordinate successfully
these two branches of fishery developm~nt work.
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C.., OTTO N is the .chief cash crop of the peasantry
, of Western, Pakistan and is almost the mainstay
; economy of the country which is mainly agricul-

tural. From the commerical point of view the importance
of the plant can hardly be minirnised.

The cotton plant is actually a perennial plant. The
annual plant habit has been developed by the human
agency during the last two centuries in order to provide a
constant flow- of the raw cotton, for the ever-expanding
textile industry of the world. Although about 9/lOth of
the raw cotton of commerce is now obtained from the
annual plant, the balance is still got from the perennial
plants, which are usually found in the tropical lands.

-The cotton plant is grown generally between 35°' and
28°)" north latitude. The northern limit of cultivation has
been extended recently to about 42° north in the Russian
Turkistan. In the Northern Hemisphere cotton has been
growrl. as far north as to 48° in Hungary. In the south,
it has exceeded 28°' latitude by means of small area in the
southern Argentina .

. J The essentia:l conditions for cotton-growing are :-

•('1) Climate.
" Thia.is the most important factor determining the areas

"under cotton inthe world. Although in Western Pakistan this
is not such a potent factor since any visible short-coming-s
can be made good by irrigation. The climate of our country
is conditioned by the physicalfeatures which lie beyond its
frontiers .. For a proper appreciation of the metereologiaal
condirions.in this country. the change in seasons. in -the
wholeof: the South-East Asia has to be taken intoconsi-
deration. In the winter season the wind directions are
from land to sea and during this season Western Pakistan
is under the influence of North-East trade winds. The
thermometer quite often registers frost in December and
January. The winter rains are in fact just an extension
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of the winter rains of the Mediterranean regions. In
summer, the conditions are quite different. The intense
heat records the temperature of about ] 10°F. The
Monsoons break usually during July and continue to Septem-
ber. 4:'he rainfall in the greater portion of the cotton belt
in vVest Pakistan varies· from 10 to 20 inches. \ The early
growing, season is characterised by severe heat, A few
stations out of the cotton-growing belt of Western Pakistan
can be given as' an illustration.

)

Mean Max. (Temp, in FO of 3 Stations of W. Pakistan.
Cotton Belt),

Jan, Feb. Mar, Apr, May, Jun, Jly, Aug. Sep, Oct, Nov, Dee,
Hyderabad 80'5 91"3102,7110'2115'4113'5107'7102'4104'5104'1 96'8 86'8
(5, Sind),
Lyallpur 67'3 71'1 82'3 93'4102'3106'1101'8 97'9 97'4 92'7 81';3 69'9
(W,P,)
Multan 68'2 72'6 83'8 95'2104'6106'0102'8 98'7 98'3 94'2 82'S 71'S
(W,P,)

"

2, Relation between cost of production and market price,
The economic value of the commodity. depends, upon

the labour and other initial charges incurred on its produc-
tion. In our country picking is generally done by women
and children who usually go to the fields. early in the

.morning and are given very moderate charges, sometimes
in the shape of produce, The defective methods of picking
deteriorates the value, while mechanical picking is out of
qu;srron at present we in this country as it is still in
experimented stage even in the advanced countries-like
U.S,A. Usually there' are three pickings encouraged by
trade The second picking brings out .very clean stuff hence
higher in value while the other two produce comparatively
inferio hnt, It is a glaring. fact that indifferent picking
reduce~e commercial. value of cotton, but unfortunately
no ta~ible'he~d ~s paid to the mai~tenance,ofguality here
thou.'gb the vane ties grown are of high grade; .

, .,
(3) Means oj Communications and Transport.

Cotton is a bulky produce and easy means of transport
;,.ate necessary to' render the crop more econom ica!.
Efficient communication has a great effect on time, wnich

/ is are.essential element in the price factor, Roads have
been called the " ARTERIES OF COMMERCE."
The success of the agricultural country l,ike P.akistan·
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depends' directly on the good ~eans of transportation.
Thus in Pakistan this is a vital problem and' needs serious
attention of the State as well as the producers and dis-
tributors. Broadly speaking, transportation is an integral
part of marketing. At present, the 'stuff finds its way
from the villages to markets on carts, camelback, donkeys
and ponies. With the advent of mobile vehicles, this pro-
blem is solved to a great extent, but the efficiency of, road
is still a handicap. After the partition, the 'development
of the Railway facilities has raccelerated the transport
system in the Western Pakistan, and still better achieve-
ments are in store with the construction of new roads in the
country. ')<.
Area.

.The area sown under cotton in the Western Pakistan
during the last few years is given below:-

TABLE I.
Area in Thousand Acres.

Year West Punjab Bahawalpur N.W.F.P. Sind
1937-38 3119 460 22 1049
1938-39 2176 • 395 22 902
1939-40 2037 311 17 903
1940-41 2012 302 13 894
1941-42 1965 229 6 629
1942-43 1868 296 6' 629
1943-44 1837 276 6 651
1944-45 '1890 208 6 696
1945-46 ,1951 405 16 826
1946-47 1900 184 15 830

It will thus be seen that the area in the West Punjab
is considerably high, which claims more than half the
area in Sind next in order. It will, alsob\~seen that
during recent years, there has been a tendency towards
decrease in area, which is due to the fact that during
World War II, more areas had to be cultivated father
food crops to meet the shortage there.

The following table will clarify.

TABLE II.
Area in Thousand ,Acres under Food Crop in W~S\
Pakistan :( l \

Year West Punjab N.W.F.P. ,Si'hd
1939-40 22000 2265, " 4520
1942-43 27375 , 2638" r 5146

I Figures very approximate and available for these years .only :---
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It is apparent from the above that the area under
food crops has registered an increase with corresponding
decrease in the areas under cotton. The possible explanation
of this shortage may be found in the fact that the Jabour
force in agriculture decreased in the World War II, as
majority of the young agriculturists enlisted themselves in
the army. Thus the agricultural operations suffered .. As
also in the same period there was a general tendency of
the population migrating to urban areas due to higher
industrial activities there. Even after the cessation of the
hostilities in the year 1945 there were no signs of recovery
visible in our country This was mainly due to the after-
math of partition when defenceless population in the East
Punjab and other parts of the Indian Union adjoining
Pakistan were driven out of their ancestral homes
for taking shelter in the· Pakistan. This huge migration
was a stiff set-back on the agricultural economy of the
country. The conditions have now reverted to normal and
the crop will now go up with leaps and bounds.

It is also to be noted that under irrigation conditions of
West Pakistan the Kharif food-grains could not compete
with a cash crop like cotton. The conditions in our country
are different from those in India, where the summer food
grains like }awar and Bajra could compete with cotton. In
India, the area under these crops went up almost III

consonance with the decrease in area under cotton.

• Production .
(I t has been an established fact that ~ Pakistan

is eminently suitable for the cotton cultivation. Sowing is
done in Sind in April and from] 5th May to 1st July in
West Punjab and Bahawalpur.\. Generally the seed is
disseminated but the department of Agriculture recom-
mends sowing in lines.

More than 95 per cent of the crop of West Pakistan
depends on irrigation, the country possessing one
of the most extensive canal systems in the world.) The
Lloyd Barrage and other canal systems in Sind and
West Punjab have the distinction of being amongst the
biggest units of artificial irrigation in the world. This is
due to the plain surface of our country with well spread
out rivers. The gentle contour of about one foot per
mile towards the south-west is ideally suited for canal

39
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,system. LAs compared with Indian' Union where only
4:3 per cent of cotton is grown under irrigation, our per-
centage of irrigated cott~m stands very high. J

.l Manure in .appreciable quantities> is not usually
.applied to the crQP in our country. This is rather unfor-
tunate and if yields are to be increased, more liberal policy

"of manuring this crop will have to be adopted. y
Some reference of picking of cotton has already been

made while discussing the essential conditions -of crop-
,"growing:in the" country, but to be more regional in charac-
ter we may. now say that the crop is picked with the fall
of temperature beginning from September onwards .. The
Desi crop is ready for picking earlier" than the American
crop. In Sind crop matures earlier than 'in West Punjab
where picking is finished by. the middle of January, while
it is done by the middle of December in Sind.

A special feature of cotton production is the high
degree' of concentration of its area in particular countries
and tracts. The main concentation of area in our country
under cotton is in the tracts, where canal irrigation is
available. It is interesting to note, in this connection, that
the U.S.A., India, Pakistan, Egypt and Brazil contribute
84 per cent of the total world exports of cotton. In these
countries, the importance of cotton in the internal economy
is great.

'As has been said earlier, cotton is an irrigated crop in
this country. The yield is, therefore, high. Official esti-
mate of the yield of the previous years. in Pakistan along
with that of the-Indian Union are given below:-

TABLE III.

Official Estimate of the Yield Per Acre' in Ibs,
Province 1937.38 1938.39 1939·40 1940.41 1941·42 1942.43 1943·44 1944.45

..
. Indian Union.

Bombay ,76 71 77 75 77 76 83 69
Madras 79 77 82 88 91 81 90 95
C. P. 69 59 88 92 90 72 80 67
C. India 43 56 46 68 69 68 80 58
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!' " ~:~, ( i ~ WestPakfstan" .
.: ~T"

,( ,,

W. ~., 145,· " 152 I :HH 171 180 172 : 103· :I;il
.' j ,

Sind 146 170 145 195 149 171' .2)6. -206 ;

Average
in Indo- /,:r : "; :t j;

t J
Pak Sub- ~, 1 ,
continent

I~~
,86. 92 101,e> 103 98 ,.100 " 94 ..,. .

It will be seen that '(he yield per acre in Pakistan is
practically double the .av~rage yield in the Indo-Pakistan
sub-continent. The main reason for' 'this' high yield is

. irrigati??: facilities available in this country.

The/production in' West Pakistan =is higher due to the
higher yield per acre. The figures of the past few years
are given below :-

+ ,

TABLE IV.

':; 1?r~auction i~OQO'Bales of 4oo·:ibs. each.

Year. West Punjab Bahawalpur N.W.F.P. Sind. Total.

;1937-38' ;
1938-39 <:»:

1939-40 --":

1940-41
1941-42
J942-43 rid(

. !I',

)943-44 'i
1944-45 . '. '

1945-46

8-78
904
832
969

1068
998
807
795
809

145
132
146
192
197
189
172
156
166

7· ,487'
12 425 r

3 : 399
3 ..'467
3 446
3 456
3 548
3 . 445,
3 176

1517
.14'73
1318
1631
1714
1646
1530d99

II

1353

, Theabove table clearlyindicates that the ,prodpction
of cotton has come' down from, '1'.'5 million baJes to 1.3

:.'milli~n,:· bales.. .J:p~,c,lesrease, \rt production is duel to
;.decl,"ea,se.in area, thel;r:e'ason~ for.,~h~.ch ha:-v,ealready been
".enumerated a,bqYe:._" r" _ I" " '. , ' • v "

',' Although-the area.. under' colton in West pakistan"is
"roughly 'one-sixthof- the .area in Indian Union, yet the
•yield of cotton -crop 'of West, Pakistan' is comparatively
-higher, India is also very' deficient in .highgrade cotton
while Pakistan abounds in it.

" '
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The production of cotton is likely to expand more
quickly than all the other commercial crops of the country
arid there will beample quantity available for' export in
the near future,

The yield per acre 10 the undivided India was
notoriously low._ In fact it, was the lowest yield vin the
world, Figures 'of some countries are gi ven below:-

- ", TABLE V.

Country.
i , Percentage of Percentage of total

Yield in pounds. 'tto al world area. world crop production •
e ,

India
Pakistan
Egypt.
U.S.A.
Brazil

160
- ••. ' :: 340):,

••• r ~,900
640
360

24.5
6.1
2.3 "

34.7 -
6.4

9.5
6.0
6.2

42.5
6.0

It wi lLbe seen from the above that while the yield of
cotton in' -Irrd ia is lowest on record in the world, Pakistan
has a yield eq~al to the "world averag.e.

lPakistan 10 fact produces short staple Desi and
Medium long staple American. Mixing of different kinds
of cotton 'had a very adverse effect on the quality of the
cotton, because if a superior cotton is mixed with <;In
inferior type, there is an appreciable fall in its spinning
properties. To stop this ugly habit, the Government had to
resort to an Ordinance called" New Cotton '(Control Act
of 1949" which will help a long way in providing pur~
cotton to the factories for ginning purposes,

Commercial Varieties.
Cotton has been grownin Pakisfah: since time "imme-

morial. There are two differen't type~ 'of cottongrown in
our country, (l) The old variety of the old world cotton or
Desi cotton aud (2) American' cotton (Upland American
cotton), The Desi variety has been grown in this country
since antiquities, but the American cotton has recently

-been emigrated in 'Indo-Pakistan sub-continent. The
latter have greater area under cultivation than the former
on account of availability of the irrigation facilities. The
recent researches carried- on by the VIest Punjab Agricu)-

_ i'
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tural Department experimental farrrisi.have r resulfed in a
new' variety of cotton known as " Lasani '", being evolved.
This=has -the potentiality of, revolutionising the cotton
-industry of the Province.'

~"""-" ,', , .. ', /"
The characteristics of the main variety are briefly

described below :~

t·L
'

. I , - ~~ , f ~. ¥ ,- \ -

~esi;y~r~etY. "J _, ' .. ' ~, 'i ,

(,; l-.-West:Punjab Desi.~Thi,s'is-fnostly '39, Mollisoni
developed by the cotton section' of the, Department of

. Agriculture. .Lt is .a .: short-stapled .. .cotton -wi nh., rough
lint. It was grown in scattered area over thewholeof the

,Province, but dur~i'n'g; 1949-50" 'its .cultivation has been
banned to certain .areas specially 'in submontanous
tracts. During 1946-47, the total production was 120,000

, bales of 400 Jbs., '" ,
• '. r, f t I '" .' ~ ~ ; .

2. ' Sind,Desi.-. ,This' is sjrnilar t~',-the West' .Punjab
.'Desi, but the fibre is exceedj ngly , roughand sport: ".It' is
, grown mainly in the N orth Sind .and is liked il} ;the {J .S: A. -

market for. being .mixed withthe woollen products, manu-
factured in.that country, _, It is:;uita,ble. for: being 'wov-en
into some mixed fibre. This cotton, therefore,' fetches
a higher price than the West Punjab Desi variety. .The
market quotation for the 24th July, 1949, was Rs. 56 per

.. maund-for 'W~st Punjab Desiand Rst- 62, per maurid for
SindDe'sicotton.--,.: j,', ,,~{, .> ••

. ',3 ..' N. W.F;P. .:Desi.- The, quantity is
" on account of the hilly nature of the .country.
, rough and short. ' No other variety of cotton:
-, this -Pmv-ince." ~-. " ,/ '-',"

very i small
I t is. white,. ,

IS, grown- 10

, .')

4. Baluchistan Desi.-Local West Punjab and Sind
Desi cotton are 'grown .here.

');~tpl~t,i~an V~:~~hY';',', ~, '.')
~ •....) 1.J. •...•-' •..•.• ~ .J) ".; ..•.. _.:, ~ ;.

Th~~e. is '5l,J!igljl:r.apge,.of. varieties being grownin this
country. The most important are given below:-

2: ~J ;, ~ J~ ~. ,'~ ... ~ 'I'.; , _ .~. ."

vW~~.f.:Punjab.' .: , ,.:,... ~'
)-~~-lf:P.....:.-;.Thi~'is the ·nrh.variety of the I Ameri~an cotton
produced in this coun try. I t -began-its career in 1914 wi th
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about' 1000 acres." cultivatedjncLyallpur district, . Jt has a
.good fibreIeugth.. Now its. cultivation has ,been restricted
.unrier the Cotton Control Act of. 1949, to the districts of
Jhang and a part of Montgomery,. The. total production
during 1946-47 was about 2,150,000 bales of 400' pounds
'~"'a~ch~-f.'-!.. '.:I.~~i: ,'~.!" .:.1 ~

., .}

2S9-P.-Although original 2S9-F has entirely changed,
the trade still recognises the variety and, 'the Following

'types are traced iunder the' na me 2S9-F /243 •.' 24-F and
· W9-F.·, The lasn is, the modern varietyv.iand. .is now
.competing .with 124-F •. ;,These varieties are' pe.l:pgexten-
sively grown-in, Montgomery, Multan, Dera Ghazi Khan
and Muzaffargarh ' districts, The total .production during
1946-.47, will be about 1,50,000 bales of 400 pounds each. ,

L.S.S.- This is supposed to be a selection from
4-F, but has a higher yield and better staple. It is a late

'lliat'uring variety. r: The 'reselections . are 'giving very
encouraging results. Under the Cotton Control Act.:1949,
West Punjab; its growing is confined to Sheikhupura,

· Eyallpur aud Sargodha -districts. Its production in
· 1'946-47. was about·2,SS,OOO bales of 400 pounds- each.
·Bahawalpore. .

Th~ cotton-growing .:~reas,;,of Bahawal'por~' are, con-
tinguous to the cotton belt of the West Punjab .. The
climate and soil are also similar. The state has no well-

·established. Research Department of its ownand, therefore,
\,the var ieties gr'Own in the West Punjab are also popular
--rhere. .The area under American cotton (4-F and .124-C)

is very high in comparison with the area under Desi
Mollisoni.

Sind.
The cotton belt of Sind expands from the cotton belt

of the West Punjab and Bahawalpore 'by the stretch of
desert 'area. The following varieties are noticeable:

1. Sind NT.-It really defies any description. It is
quite similar to 2S9-F/43 of the West Punjab. ~ It is, how

',ev,er, aIong-staple variety. Production was 50,000 bales 0

1.400 pounds each .in J9,4p~47._
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, .' 2. Sin4. M4. -T- I t is most popular, variety in Sind. It
is now being sown in this- province at the cost of NT. It
is a latest variety of American cotton. The production
during ~946-47 WqS 200,000 bales of 400 pounds each.

3. 4F. It is of medium staple and is of the same
·variety as 'gro~n in the West Punjab. The production in
· 1946-47;,~as about 75,000 bales of 400 pounds each.

. It will be seen from the above that the Ameti~an cotton
~made ,a modest beginning with about a thousand acres in
, 19if. ;. Ever since then the area under it has increased at
, the expense of Desi varieties so much so that now more
than 80 per cent of the area under. cotton in West Pakistan
is 'under the American varieties. The main reason for this

· change-over in the acreage is due to the high cash returns
:obtained from the American varieties. I, .
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. Potwar l~J ts Ii>?SlqO?,:lI~ th~. ~~m?tl1 -In!en,o!. -of, t~e
sub-continent of Indo-Pakistan far away from the

oceanic influence.. situated at ,4 rather .high elevation of
.1500 to 2000 fe~l, the Iarea has.an extreme cl imil tewith .hot
"summers.;;tnd qo]"d'_~,irl~ers:-';F~~,~h!~~-~onth:s,'1 l~!Y -to
, .September, normal climate ,.~Onp;l~iO,ns a,r,e, domjnated. by
.easterly -,monsoon depressions .while the, rest of. the year
-isma~ke-dJ;y their re'tr~af~nd sw~y'oL western'<distur-

, bances., .Theseare supplemented by',loca'J' 'thunderstorms
and Ciust:st~r:ns wh(cl1;~,make,~the, -weather' 'all- Hl'e :ti1ore
variable. The Potwar hasTheTiighest number 'oCJstorm
phenomena-hailstorms, dust-storms and thunderstorms
for the whole Indo-Pakistan.

The location and altitude of Potwar give it a climate
peculiar to itself. Rainfall is well distributed throughout
the year and with double maxima, a primary one to mark
climax of the activity of the eastern monsoon depressions
and a secondary one which coincides with the peak of the
frequency of western cyclonic disturbances. In fact the
Patwar epitomises the two major influences which deter-
mine the climate of India, the summer monsoon and the
winter depressions. This also provides the region with a
rainful more sufficient for its agricultural needs than that in
the arid regions surrounding it on the east, west and south.

1. Cold Weather Season-January to March.
Z. Hot Weather Season-April to June.
3. Rainy Season- July to September.
4. Transition from Summer to Winter Monsoon-

October to December.

The conventional division of the year into cold, hot
and rainy seasons of four months each may be discarded
in favour of a more scientific scheme adopted by the
Meteorological Department of United India. The year is
divided into four seasons :-
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Cold Weather Season:- 1

The high pressure is at its maximum 10 January and
this area is enclosed by the 1018'7 mb. isobar. The
~raQ'i~nt so'uthward~ is low' g~;vin-g slight noth and north-
west winds. 'The north-east monsoon .is fully .estahlished
'and the winds are of continental origin bringing no rain.
Whatever rairifall occurs is due mostly' to western 'distur-
bances. which are cyclonic, depressions originating in, the
Mediterranean or as secondariesformed over' Arabia
~rid~Per'sia under the 'influen~e of-pnimary cyclorfes ,further
'to the 'west. These disturbances' are largely included by
'the time they reach north-western Pakistan after crossing
the highlands of Iran and Afghanistan and hence have a
very feeble circulation.

The western disturbanc'es are the premier modifying
'influence of" the winter season. The normal i january
-temperature of 50° is actually the average calculated vfrom
a bewildering" variety of daily record 'caused' by' 'these
depressions. There is a great contrast of .ternperature in
their front, and rear.. The temperature rises as thewarm

.front pa!?ses over the area., This ,is fql\o,wyd. by' a' cold
wave brjngingup the, rear and mar~i.ng thecold front, ,:,

• , ' • f • ' • _ ~ :. •

"

The rainfall l~us.ual1'~;isso~ia{ted with tb'~' warm ;fro'r1t
where the winds are southerly. The cold' northerly ,~inds
of the rear are dry.' The' western disturbances are of ,a
varying intensity, the weakest of them bringing' no rainfall
at all, some causing scattered ,dd;;;;~les :-vhiJe, widespread
precipitation accompanies the ~os't ~ell-deve\opedo~es. I

I ~ ',; • Jr., I r r' ',' [' I

The western) disturbances ~are i also the cause' of
occasioned heavy fogs in winter. Their path lies 'J east' 'of
south-east. The total number of western disturbancesfrom
January to March is' i9 on the average, they "being "equally
distributed through tbe three months. ,'i: '

r' " (" I",' ' ... 1 : ' I I \.'

I Rainfall :~ < \ r .. .
Rainfall is highest in the northern hilly region and

decreases southwards. It is high in the month of January,
decreases-in February, and-increases again in. March. it is
generally, spread ~,ov~r. "a I longer time than .the ,.pea,Vy

, showers ofthe rainy season. which follows the 9'Qs,etQf the
. Summer Monsoon.'·· ' , , . ' ,

,,'
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DISTRIBUTION OF RAINFALL' ,
January to March

;. ; I I

- i ,1' ; ::' .: january . February
Rawalpindi , : '! .,' 2'49", i 2'48"
Jhelu~' , ',:, ',i' 1'95" i'41"

. . f. . "\

T~mperatute alndGeneral WearherConditjons :-, . . .

; I As the preva iling weather is anti-cyclonic, the sky is
g~nera)lyclear, .Free insulation and radiation under
cloudlesssky.result .in a great diurnal range of tempera-
-tur~:,.; , .

:' 'This gives a' diurnal range of 25° which increases
'further sortUi't030° F. Sharp frosts 'are characteristic ,of
nights from mid December to mid February, The absolute
minimum over thePotwar is less than 30° F, : The number
of daysof thunderIncreases from less than one in January
,to 4' iri ,lv:(a:rch. 'Thenumber of days of fog decreases during
,the ,s'ame period' from 2 to less 1 for the . wh~le region and
jfr,~!? ? tp' for Rawalpindi. ,

i(2)"The HotWeather Season:-
..•. '\., .., '- .

In March the temperature begins to rise accompanied
';bY'\l continuous fall of pressure. The anti-cyclonic condi-
'}tiOflf:i;ofwinter are replaced by low pressure. By April, a
.low; pressure develops south of the River Soan, the high
'.pressure, retreating north-westwards. In May the high
pressure disappears altogether and by june the isobar of
997 mb. encloses the area. The wind, however, continues
to be north-west during April and May veering to north in

,June. . ~
" , " '

, R'airifaJI :-,'
. . - ..

., ," "The, rainfa ll IS' due mostly to western disturbances
which continue with their cold whether intensity till May,

'after' which' they decrease suddenly, Another factor. in
rainfall is local thunderstorms. ' .

-, , ~

Rawalpindi :-
, Jan. '
62'3°
37'9°

, Feb.
65'2°
4i '7°

Maxim.um, Temp. "
.MinimumTemp.

, .'

March
2'67"
1.56~

,March
75'1°
50'4°
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Rawalpindi
Jhelum

Rainfall from April to June

April May
1'92" 1'25"
I'll" 0'99"

June
2'31"
.2'12"

The rainfall again is highest in the Northern Hills and
decreases south and westwards,

Temperature and General Weather Condition:-
The temperature goes on increasing as the season

advances, But it is lower than that in the neighbouring
areas, being kept down by the western disturbances, The
season is one of intense heat, and fine, dry, almost rainless
weather except for local storm phenomena and the passing
of an occasional depression.

TEMPERATURE FROM APRIL TO JUNE
Rawalpindi

April
86'2°
59'3°

Maximum
Minimum

June
103'5°

75'9°

The diurnal range is higher than in the winter season,

Thunderstorms and Duststorms are
omenon of the hot season,

frequent phen-

Thunderstorms: -
The essential condition for their formation is the

production of rising currents of moist air on a sufficient
scale to make the air unstable, In the Potwar, this
happens in two ways :-

(1) Strong surface-heating by contact with the
heated ground, Rapid convection takes
place in the hot sultry afternoons in summer
giving rise to thunderstorms which are local
in character but occur simultaneously over a
large area, They may be called "heat
thunderstorms," ,.
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," ~'r r ~.. ~,~

(2) " Depression '.' thunderstorms 11 caused by the
mechanical uplift of moist air by the under-
'cUtting of cold iheavy air. This usually takes

<place during' 'a western disturbance. They
.,ar~ common from October to June but are
less' frequent 'in their total number. '

Lc.'; . :'i~;rR~QU'ENCY'OFiHUNI)ERSTORMS
i .. - { ..

Rawalpindi,
}clnua;y-=. ~ 't,"

: f
.Februat-y ,
-March .', '
Api-i} '.: ." c

. _ ~ •.r ~ •

May';

June

0'3
,.o."',i;', 0':9'

1'9' '

3'7 •
2'7
3'8

July
Aqgust
September
October

:,Noyember
December

6'2

9'0
6'3
2'6
0'3
0'1

r', '

The thunderstorms have a double maxima III the
Potwar, one occurringin April and the other in J une- July,
Theformer isassociated. ~.i~h "depression thunderstorms"
aridt'he latterwi th " heat+thunderstor ms."
r- 0·' v» c: •

.I! • \, .

rHi;.i:1storms":,-.' 0', ,,- '" ;:

Their origin is similar to that of thunderstorms.
,rWheh the vertical air currents 'associated' with a thunder-

cloud have sufficient velocity and extent to bring about a
freezing of moisture and its precipitation as hail .or ice, a
hailstorm is the result, It is usually connected with heavy
thunderstorms, The hailstorms vary in sizes and are
seldom bigger than a golf ball. Hailstorms are most
frequent ,from Jal!u~ry to June and Rawalpind i has a
partic ular lyhigb frequency due to its proximity to the
Northern Hillswhich experience the most violent thunder-

, storms.

Dust-storms,
': ,'They also resemble the thunderstorms in their mode of
'origin. ,: After the intense ,heatil)g of mid-day, steeply

, .ascend:ing, currents in 9. dry dusty tract raise large quanti-
, Ji~? ofdust which are, .carried along over long distances.

,Adust .•storm is usually he.ralded by a fall in the barometer
followed-by a spasmodic rises and much .irregular oscilla-
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tion as the storm approaches. : They almost always occur
towards the end of a close warm day.

. .. ;.:' . '.: . ~

january

February

March'

April

.. ." a "May

.• ; o-r June

1~2" July'

2-4 . August,

': 2-4<:' September- "'.(,;1-2
:; ..! "l I

2-4 r. Oqtober .. ,0-1
2·4 ':, ' November 0

. ; .. . ~.' ~ . ,~

2:-4' : Decemb,e-r" 0

ThEt following table gives <:t~rough id~'?---:qL~hy(r~:ql,l,~p~)l
of dust-storms in the Potwar :- . . i ':

.•. ::'0#.' )t_ '

Frequency of Dust-storme in the Pottoar.
, . \... .:>... . ., ,..'-

The frequency ison the wholegreater in the western parts
than in the east. The table shows-a high' frequency from
the beginning of the Summer ~eaSOJ1 to the, middle of the
Rainy Season. The dust-storms . vary') ion' intensity from

'light storms to- the. 'black' dust-storms- wh'ichvcbscu re
visibrlity and are accompaniedby rain ana'thtindet. ,,[·heir
general trend is from west to east. Besides these there' are
local small whirlwinds known as n dust-devils." , ,

'.. --' .' ) ,.:'\.!.

Rainy Season. . ~ ..
The prevailing conditions of heat and drought are

fully intensified towards the end of June and the Potwar
lies in an area of maximum temperature and minimum
pressure for the whole of Indo-Pakistan. A steep
barometric gradient exists due to the high pressure over
the Indian Ocean. As a consequence the south-east trades
are drawn across the equator into the North- West Indo-
Pakistan Low. Undergoing rotational deflection to the
north-east, they blow as the south-west monsoon. On
land, their actual direction is determined by relief so that
the Bay of Bengal branch comes as the south-east monsoon
and the Arabian Sea branch enters from the south-west.
The monsoon currents travel over large expanses of the
mainland before reaching the Potwar and are considerably
exhausted of their moisture content. The monsoon currents
come in the shape of monsoonal depressions. As a
smaller number of these reaches the Potwar, there is a
consequent scantiness of rainfall as compared to the other
regions more favourably situated.
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Rainfall in the Rainy Season.

Rawalpindi Rainfall

Jhelum

July

7.66"
6.49"

August

9.14"
6.63"

September
1.31"

2.57"

The heaviest rain falls in the months of July and
August. The monsoon breaks near about the beginning
of July, the normal date of onset being 1st July for the
eastern part and 15th July for the western section of the
Potwar. As compared to the Winter Monsoon rain this
rainfall is confined to a few days which shows its
pulsatory character. The usual date for the withdrawal of
the monsoon is the 1st of September. But both the dates
of onset and withdrawal are subject to considerable varia-
ion and the rainfall itself is very variable and uncertain.

As the height of the rainy season is in August, the
pressure increases from 997 mb. in July to 998.7 mb. The
time of the beginning of the monsoon has an important
influence upon crops. Periodically the monsoon rainfall
tends to be in great defect or excess as will be shown by
the figures for the three district headquarters in the
area :-



,".
JHELUM. UAWALPINDI. ATTOCK.

, , ,
i

July Aug. Sept. Total July August Sept. Tot~l July August Sept. Total
I ,

I--.
5.25,[ 9.971926 ... 3.19 18.41 9.56 17.99 12.67 40.22 5.75 4.05 0.56 10..36.

1927 0.82 11.73 6.58 8.61 1.15 15.34 2.56 18.26 5.93 26.75... 3.36 7.55

1928 ... 1.8] 3.42 3.78 9,01 5.88 2.05 6.22 14.15 4.09 4.22 0.51 882

1929 ... 11.45 10.5 0.37 22.32 9.40 1843 0.22 28.05 1.07 J.~9 2.84 5,80

- 1930 ... 10.28 5.14 4.23 19.65 16.43 8.43 2,00 24'90 6.38 u.oi 0.00 17.39

'1:1

~
$II

~
n
t"

~

CI1
(Jj
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The monsoonal rainJ.r-ll is, almost errtirely associated
with eastern depressions-which qriginate 'inostly in the Bay
of Bengal andtravel north-westwards, '1!he presence of a
depression in. the: Potwar ;'5 ~fways ritarked by strong
monsoonal V1flow:~ith a;Beavy ~~intall. -i,~ :.:

t C )

Temperature. '-'---;~,'"'' ..-.---t:;--._. - c,',
(;:1 ~::. '~j

-The outburst .of the, monsoon is ,~ccompClnied by a
marked lowering of the - temperature a:i1d of the diurnal
range and Stlgener:.a)increase in.the 'humidity of the area.

. C'- . J Rawalpiridi, '
<"' ,

I

r

July August
Maximum ~..~: . . 97.8 93.7
Minijnum v, ••• 77.i 75'-5' i

; "eTne mean July temperature is 90°_96° for the Potwar
with-a mean diurnal range of 20°-28°.
\. ,:' .'. .,,
Season- of Retreating Monsoon.
l ('.. :'..

~ >The retreat of the monsoon, following the southward
rhar<:h of the sun 'results in a rise of temperature in spite of
the )~teness of the season. This accounts for the secondary
maximum in October .when the clear skies again permit
free] insolation .• ' 'October and November are the best
months in the Potwar with highest sunny skies, clear air and
moderate temperature. The storm phenomena do not
introduce any violent changes. Mean daily relative
humidity is less .than 50 per cent. Even in this season dry
for .the rest 'of northern parts, the Potwar gets some rain.

. tiainfaif from October to December.

. ". October November December
Rawalpindi 0.60'" 0.28" 1.24"
1helum 0',36" 0.28" 0.64"
1 November is.the driest month. The rainfall is almost~ .' .. "' / .
entirely due to passing ,westerp.) disturbances for, by the
monthof November, anti-cyclonic cond itions again prevail,
,the; area being enclosed by the isobar of 1015.9 mb: 'and
the general wind direction Closely resembles that in the
winter season being north-west for-the most part.

Ayerag~-;numb1r of depressions during October to
, , • J ' . .! D' bJ

.,.~ ,-, <', '-ecem ·er.
October November December

3611

September
93.4
69.3

,
, .J
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- Jest -as . the pressure rises gra.1ually through October,
November and· December, 'the temperature decreases
latitudinally towards the north. The diurnal range is
great, being 30-=-:-35;F. Frosts ~re experienced: in the
.Potwar and the date of the commencement of frost has an
important influence on the distribution of the American
cotton. I t usually sets in .towards the second half of
December. ,,'

: 'f . '.

TEMPERAT-URE,FOR OCTOB,~R TO;DEC:g),Y1BER
, Rawalpindi" ' . .'

October November December
Maximum
Minimum

88.6
57.0

77.7
44.4

66.8 .
37.8

t:'

;Gene.ral distr'ibution of Temperature. " '?
The salient features of temperature distribution in the

: Potwar are dependent upon -its continental position which
gives it an extreme type of climate .. The winters are cold
and the summers hot and the annual range is consequently
high. The mean maximum temperature rises till the
month of May and ':fune and then falls appreciably with
the advent of rains. The mean minimum temperature
shows a similar trend. For the Potwar the distribution
of temperature is remarkably uniform, making allowance
for differences with altitude wherever the ridges and bills
rise higher above the general level of the area, The
following figures illustrate the extreme type of temperature
conditions prevalent in the region.

Rawalpindi

Mean AFln1;lal
Minimum

57.7

.' ,- Mean Annual
Maximum

84.1

Variability of Rainfall. .;
This is a very impor.t.~nt'· factor iJ)determining the

,economi~ val ue 'of rainfall, A!? a geaeral rule highest
variability corresponds' with the minimum .of rainfall and
the lowest with the maximum. The higher variability in
Rawalpindi which is contrary to this general observation
is due to the varying intensity and frequency of the
western disturbances. It shall be noticed that rainfall has
been more often in excess than in.defect. - .. :oi, .';" ;/



GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES & NEWS
JUTE: The Golden fibre of Pakistan.

The "Brown paper of the wholesale market" and the
"Golden F'ibre" of Pakistan is the mainstay of Pakistan's
economic life. Decisions as bold and far-reaching as
that of "No-devaluation" are feasible primarily on account
of the unparalleled richness of the country in this useful
community. Jute is to Pakistan what Coffee is to Erazil.
Pakistan is the "Lord of Jute world." About 80 per cent of
the world Jute is produced in this country. The natural
conditions favourable for the production of Jute are all
found ideally in Eastern Pakistan. They are:

(1) An annual rainfall of about 80".
(2) High temperature with various small annual

range.
(3) 'Annual inundation of the area resulting in a

renewed coating-of rich silt.
(4) Ten inches of rain in May.
(5) Availability of clean water for "Steeping" or

retting purposes.

The first two conditions are fulfilled in more or less
uniform way in the two Benga ls, but Pak-Bengal enjoys
a much privileged position with respect to the remaining
conditions. The regime and the distribution of the
distributar ies in the Ganges Delta observe favouritism
towards Pak-Bengal in so far as the tendency of the rivers
is to dilate upon the south-eastern than the western parts
of the delta. The discharge of water and silt in the
eastern districts is also greater than the western ones.
J ute-growing areas of Eastern Pakistan are, thus, more
favoured than their smaller counterparts in West Bengal.
The fulfilment of condition 4 ensures better quality.
As the desired amount of rainfall in May is experienced
only east of 90°_E. longitude the jute-growing areas of
Pak-Bengal alone are privileged with it.

The sacred Ganges with its "Burden of filth" being
disqualified for "Steeping", East Pakistan is once again
favoured with a perennial supply of clean water as it
contains the Magna and the Karnafulli rivers.
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Under these conditions, then East; Pa kistan produces
every year from 6 to 7 million bales of jute whose value
at the present level of prices varies from 100 to 125 crores
0'£ rupees .. Only 3 per cent of the jute produced is meant
for domestic consumption. The remaining jute, (97 per
cent. of the total produce) goes to foreign markets. The
potentialities of growing more jute in Eastern Pakistan
are still greater. At present only about 10 per cent of
the cultivated land is under jute. When Pakistan is able
to uti lise, in full, her natural resources,' it will be possible
to supply the world market with Low-priced and best
quality lute and to draw from it whatever is required for
the industrialisation of the State.

As Jute provides Pakistan with adequate purchasing
power the long range policy of industria'lising the country
and raising the standard of living of the common man
is quite practicable. The urgency of establishing the Jute
mills in Eastern Pakistan in the first instance, has become
all the' more pressi-ng in view of the No-devalua-
tion decision and the consequent unforeseen attitude
of Indian Jute' Mill Owners. Their uncompromising,
rather aggressive policy of stopping jute purchases at the
declared rates of exchange of Indian and Pakistani Currency

. will do more good than harm to jute industry. The
Indian Jute Mill Industry which is a parasite on Pakistan
J ute is 0,0 the other hand in real danger.

The United Kingdom is Pakistan's oldest and up till
now biggest single customer next to India. After the last
War, Germany, Italy and Japan lost their old positions,
but Czechosolovakia, Brazil" USSR and Australia are
rapidly going ahead. More than 40 countries including
dollar areas like USA and Canada are in need of Raw Jute.
This year the Pakistan Government have granted licences
to export the Raw Jute via Chittagong to 20 countries
for which quotas have been fixed.'

For the stability and security of J ute-growing Industry
'111 Pakistan;· the Government is going to organise
'Jute Purchasing Corporation' as a temporary measure.
They may also resort to valorisation. As a part of their
long-range policy they are going to place orders for the
purchase of three jute mills immediately.
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CHITTAGONG: GatewaY,of Eastern Pakistan.
The port ofChitragorrg being' a' few miles above the

Ka maf uli is naturally wt:lldisp'osedas it is safe from the
ravages of the storms., 'This 'suitability for the site of
a port m Eastern parts of the' sub-cont inent of India was

'fully realised by the Portuguese in sixteenth century.

, , With the tilting of the balance: -of power in favour of
Britain, anyhow, the petty village, of -Ka'lig hat ~ was
destined to be' the hub of all the, economic a ct ivit y- of. the
Province of Bengal. The justification of raising ,this

'village to the standard of· a city-like Calcutta was' based
on geographic-cum-political consjder a tions.v->- It ' ensured
a good anchorage to the narrowest point of the Hooghly
where it could.becrossed for trade but at the same time
could afford a' barrier to, Marhatta raiders. These
considerations' obviously operated adversely against the
good, natural harbour of Chittagong ,which had been badly
neglected for a long time.

The construction of Bengal and Assam Railway,
however; affected. rather favourably. Then the birth of
Pakistan with its ','scattered", or more correctly
"disjuncted" shape at once brought to light the potentiali-
ties of Chj t tagong to rise to the eminence of a' gateway
of. East Pakistan. - '-" '

,I

,. The "extremely vital'" importance of the port and the
"absolute" necessity of its development were realised "now
more than ever before. In order to handle the cargoes
of diversified descri ption-e-a position sosi ngu lar ly enjoyed
by Chitta gong in East Pakistan -adequate steps are being
taken to bring about an all-round development of the port.
An existing berth and a transit shed have been vextended,
a shed for the storage reconstructed, a Railway mar-
shal ling yard established and new jetties have been
established. The effect of it all is that while the port
could formerly provide accommodation to only four ships
at a time it can now offer anchorage facilities to ten at
one time.

• f

The port a waits further developments, some '0£ which
are as follows:

(a) C~nstruction of new jetties with one passenger-
cum-heavy lift jetty. J
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(b) Construction of transit sheds, railway sidings
and marshalling yards. !

(c) Provision of heavy-lift cranes, shunting locomo-
tives etc.

(d) Raising, of a housing estate f<?rport and custom
authorities., .

(e) Th~ introduction of night pilotage of ships.

By ,the establishment of. a flotilla it will , be directly
connected with the, internal riverain, points. The
materja lisa tion. of· the muitipurpose Karnafuli Project
will all. the .more augment-the, utility of. Chittagong. The
proposed construction of. a double Railway line from
Bhera Bazar .to Chittagong and .the completion .of a
uniform railway system converging on Chittagong, the city
is destined to .go a long way to play its important role.
It is estimated that the present capacity of the pott to
handle 5 lakh tons of cargo· yearly will increase to
7,50,000 tons in 1950, and ultimately to three million tons
after the materialisation of the long-term plans.

Karnafuli Hydro-Electric Project.
Karenfuli river. has since long been one of the

important arteries of commerce in the eastern parts 6f
East Pakistan. A considerable porportion of the import
and export trade of Surma Valley already used to be
diverted to Chittagong, and not to Calcutta, even before
the formation of Pakistan. The importance of river-
navigation in these parts of East Bengal has always been
great.. Karanfuli being navigable up to about IOO'miles,
and, having' at its mouth the port of Cb ittagong-e-Gateway
of Eastern Pakistan-it needs the attention of tihe Govern-
ment. It is, therefore, in the fitness of things that
schemes of. improving. the navigational ,fa,cilities, and
controlling, of floods in the .Karnaf u li are .a lr ea dy afoot.
The Ka ra nfuli Hydrp-ElectricProject ailT/,s,I;lt bringing
about the aforesaid improvements. I t also proposes to
provide the Chittagongarea with a bout 40,000 k. w. of
electrical energy for purposes of in dust r ia l vdevelpp men.t .
.The installation of a Steam. Station, 'nearChi,ttagong I'

.to work as an accessory to the hydel project is also under
"the active consideration , of, the GoveJll'ment .., These
improvements are' proposed to be followed by an extension
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in the existrng Chittagcng-Nazirha t section of the East
Bengal H.ailway in order to meet the necessities of the
growing industrial and commercial needs of the area.

Our long-range policy is to increase the outtum and
improve the quality of our cotton. Although we get
60 to 75'per cent of the better varieties of cotton grown
in the Indo-Pakistan sub-continent, there is very consider-
able scope; indeed, for further improvement both in
quality and in outrurn. It is our aim to improve quality
and to double our outturn which would increase our foreign
exchange resources from Rs. 40 crores to 80 crores a year.

Stepping up Pakistan's Cotton Productions.
Cotton is one of the most important cash crops of

Pakistan being second in value to Jute, and it gives
Pakistan a foreign exchange of about Rs. 40 to 50 crores.

"Development of Cotton Varieties.
The Pakistan Central Cotton Committee has decided

to set up a Cotton Technological Laboratory at Karachi.
The Laboratory will carry out technological tests on
varieties of cotton already grown, in Pakistan and new
varieties introduced from time to time. It will help
assessing the' spinning properties of the various cotton
varieties and will advise the cotton breeders about the
development of cotton varieties.

,
New variety of cotton for West Punjab.

Researches carried on the West Punjab Agriculture
Department's experimental farms have resulted in a new
variety of cotton know as "Lasani" being evolved.

This, it is claimed, has the potentiality of revolution-
ising the cotton industry of the Province. It spins
70 counts as against 60 counts of Egyptian cotton.

The area under cotton in West Punjab is normally
. in the neighbourhood of 2,000,000 acres and on the com-
pletion of the Thal Project, it is expected to increase by
20 to 2S per cent. The present yield of cotton is 700,000
to 800,000 bales of 400 Ibs each, per year.
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Lower Sind Barrage.
The spade work having been completed on the site

of the proposed Lower' Sind Barrage near Kotri on the
river Indus, the main work is expected to be in full swing
from November this year. The project which is expected
to be complete in 1954, will increase the food production of
Sind. It will bring under cultivation a-bout 23 lakh acres of
land. At present only 6 lakh of land is under .cultivation. Out
of 23 lakh acres of land, a bout 2,50,000 acres will be reserved
for forests. An 1 equally large area will be used for
collective farming with modern tractors and other agricul-
tural means. It is believed that the Sind Province which
is to a considerable extent feeding the deficit areas, will be
able to produce 1,00,000 tons more foodgrains by 1960.
Besides bringing under cultivation very large area of estate
land, the project will - have a hydro-electric power
station.

Measures to Increase Electric Supply in West Punjab.
Four new oil fired steam turbines are, being installed,

two each in Lahore and Lyallpur. These installations are
expected to be completed by the end of this year.

They will yield 13,000 -k.w. of electricity. The
capacity of the Lyall pur plants will be 8,000 kilowatts,
whereas that of Lahore plants will 5,000 kilowatts. The
energy thus produced will be one and a half - times of
what East Punjab has under the new contract agreed to
supply to West Punjab from jogindernagar during the
present year.

The N.W.R. Power House, which was lying idle
even before the partition, is now working at full capacity
and meeting the entire needs of the Railway Department.

Mianwali Project.
The Development Board of the Pakistan Government

accorded "a very high priority" to the Multipurpose
Mianwali Project of the West Punjab. The
project is expected to yield about 51,500 k.w.
of hydro-electricity which will be harnessed to operate
several thousand tube-wells to irrigate huge tracts of land in
north-western parts of the province.
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Power from the Mianwali Project will also be used for
meeting. t,h,e ,.grpwiog industrial needs, of the area and,
when,~ornph;teq,-,the project will be linked with the network
of; ,Ai mila r , hXo~J projects. oiz., the.. Warsak, .Rasul and
Dargai.hydro-e lectric generating stations. .

Mai~k~nd Extensi~n .
. The new extension of the Malakand power supply will

bring further benefits .to districts' in which, most of the
provincea'i.tr a de and-industry are concentrated, which may
indeed be- regarded both as, the cultural and commercial
hub of the.entire Pathan world on both isid es of the Durand
.Line. Further, by supplying the West Punja h's grid it
makes that. province less dependent on sources of power
outside the Dominion. What has been achieved is,
·how,eve:li,Olllythe', forerunner of further development in con-
ternplat ion , The enla rged Malaka nd system, when finished,
will be supplemented by the huge new hydro-electric installa-
tion on the Kabul. River, to be erected at Wa rsa k, near the
point '\yher~ '.that' stream emerges from the N.vV.F.
'tribal 'belt into 'the vale of Peshawar. 'When all this
power ahd water forirr iga tion are available the N. W.F. P's
prospects will be transformed with far-reaching effects on
a.fine but. hitherto: poverty-str.icken people's life .. Further
the Province, as, .the ' .T'ower House of north-western

'Pakistan, wil;l',pe drawn even closer: to' the West Punjab
.a n'd .Jhe presper ity of this huge al1q populous area should
make' great :~~rides, thereby, contribut ing , in, a region of
en,ormous) str;ttegic. importance t~Uh,e political stability of
the whole Indo-Pakistan sub-continent. ,, . ,

Darga~ Hyde} PI~ll~'
The Pakistan G()vernment .have approved N. W -,F.,P.

Govern'ment's scherne . for the construction. of ,Darg~i
Hyde lT'Ia nt on which Hs. 60,00,000 are proposed to he
spent during the current year. The Pakistan Government
has also agreed to give a loan to N.W.F.P.Gove'rnment

J ~~r~pa:rryi(ig out the, scheme.
';'i-·1:,~.j:f' ·1 l~"~~ [(.~:~

. 'j' The .construction of-the station has been taken .into
.li~rdu~,ryq:a .sum, of rupees, 1,50,000 has 'already :bee,n
)~p~m .on :the -project, : .' . ' ,J

'fii lVVh'ih! ;me M~rak~nd E~tension ~hich was linked wit'h
the grid system in the .W"~~'t'ip~hjab' in May 'i~~C',,~6ri:Jd
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supply power to towns in the, 'West Punjab and some
districts of N. W. F. P. and Tribal Territory the Dargai
Hydel Station' would mainly supply .electricity to vthe

.Frontier Province-and would prove a, great asset in the
completion of various industrial schemes launched by the
Government.'

Five-year Plan to Diake East Bengal Self-sufficient
in Food,'

An expenditure of about Rs. 5,00,00,000 spread over
a period of five years will be incurred 'On East -Pa kista n's
proposed food development drive according to-preliminary
estimates. The- five-year plan aims at m aki ng 'East
Pakistan self-sufficient in food. It might even yield small
surplus, After the execution of the plan there would be no
more food shortage inbhe province; >-; ..

The five-year plan deal with supply of fertilisers to
agriculturists, excavation of silted up irrigation channels,
establishment of agricultural stores and reclamation of
waste lands by mechanical methods. The total area to
be benefited under the plan would be about 70
lakh acres. About five la kh acres of land would be
reclaimed and added to the total available cultivable
acreage of about 26 lakhs in East Pakistan. The
area of the Province is a bout 34 million acres of which
forests cover about three million acres, and waste land
almost four million acres.

Trading Estate.

The N.W.F.P. Government are considering the
establishment of trading estate near Nowshera. It will
roughly cover an area of 400 acres and will be on the
same model as that of Karachi and Hyderabad Sind.

Cheap electric power and water facilities, as well as
means of building factories and labourers' quarters. under
expert guidance, will be provided by the Government to
parties who would like to start any industry in that area.
With the exception of flour mills, which will be located in

. Peshawar, all big industrial and manufacturing concerns
will be situated in this trading estate.
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Pakistan's Wool Industry,
Wool is one of the most important exportable

commodities of Pakistan yielding to the nation a
foreign exchange of the order of Rs. 3,50,00,000 a year.
Our annual local production is estimated at 24 million
pounds, another 11 million pounds are brought into the
country, most of it by nomadic tribes living across
the border, and we export 27 million pounds to foreign
countries, mainly the United States of America and the
United Kingdom.

In spite of the fact that this export is large and steady,
the reputation of our wool in the foreign markets has re-
mained rather low since export first began during the first
quarter of this country. The problem of undoing the damage
of the past and of placing our wool on a proper level in the
foreign market has been engaging the very earnest attention
of Government since the partition.


